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After Stormy, Frustrating Session, The NEA Takes Stand:
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'free Negroes
Of Resisting
Arrest Charge
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BIKE WINNER

'Citizens Vote '
Group To Open
All-Out Drive ,

STILL MARCHING

The 1961 county-wide registrtion campaign will hold its
"kickoff" meeting for workers,
Thursday, July 6, at 7:29 p.m.
at Mount Olive Cathedral 10
cated at Linden and Laude:
dale. Frank R. Kilpatrick, co.
ordinator urges ward, precinct
and block leaders who worked
in previous campaigns al,
others who wish to work in ,
the 1961 campaign to attend the!
kick-off meeting for kits, assignments and instructions.
Rev. C. L. Dinkins, president
of Owen college will be the
featured speaker.
Campaign headquai ters are
in the Tri-State Defender building. Material and information
can be secured at headqua!
ters. The committee expects to
have workers in every block of
every precinct in the county
to ring doorbells urging each
and everyone to become first
class citizens. The campaign
will be on a non-partisan basis.
The finance committee, headed by Jesse Turner, has been
reactivated and is now receiving donations. Organizations,
churches and individuals wishing to contribute do so by NEGROES STAGED A pacontacting Mr. Turner at Tri- rade down Main at. last
State bank.
Thursday night som•what
similar to the above march
held a week before. The De-

One Said He
Was Beaten
By Officers

NEA Against

Public School
Segregation
Memphians
At Stormy
Sessions

ATLANTIC CITY — MemTwo young Negro residents
phians Mrs. Callie L. Stevens,
of Germantown were acquitprincipal of Melrose elemented of charges brought against
tary school, and Mrs. Rubye
them by Germantown City
Spight, Florida Avenue school
Police, who accused the two
teacher, sat in on the stormy
men of "resisting arrest and
session which finally erupted
disturbing the peace."
into the firm stand of the NaGeorge Wesley, 26, of 3017
tional Education Association to
acks Cross Road, and Willie
back the historic 1954 Supreme
Wettles, 24, of Germantown
Court decision of public school
rd., were freed of any charges
desegregation.
when the "postponed suit"
The issue, which had cut
was heard before Judge Bruce
into two camps the Southern
Law, last Saturday morning.
and Northern groups of the
Judge Law is also the mayor
Association, was decided on
of Germantown.
after a stormy two hour deCharges wer e brought by
bate before the representative
City Policeman Bryant Juner
assembly. Although the white
30.
groups from the South were
Wesle y, married and the
almost solidly against it, the
father of three children; and
resolution for "continued supSettles, 24, and the father of
port of the U.S. Supreme
two children, were represented WINNER OF A BICYCLE is the Eskimo" contest sponsorCourt's decision on school segin the case by Attys. S. A. 11-year-old Phyllis Mont- ed by the Taylor Ice Cream
regation" was passed by a
Wilbun and C. A. Horton, both gomery, a fifth grader at Company. The daughter of
large majority
Memphis lawyers.
ry,
864
Mrs. Lucy Montgome
Grant School. She was preen lined both sides of the
fender would have had some
Many of the so-called "new
Wesley testified in court
sented the bicycle by Mrs. N. Main at.. Phyllis is the
street, composing of more frontiers" in education have
pictures of that parade but
that he was brutally beaten Chris Weigand, operator of
the
fami16th child born to
than 200 marchers. Another little or no relation to the
the photographer we had asby Officer Bryant as he stood the C & H Sundry at 841 N. ly. She has 14 sisters a
d
march is in the making. "major purposes of education
signed to the event was arIn "Red Barber's Cafe" talk- Second. Phyllis won the bibrothers.
(Withers photo)
rested. Briefly. the marchin our times," a leading eduing about a fishing trip they cycle by entering the "Sketch
cator warned teachers attendwere planning.
ing the 99th annual convention
Wesley said, "Bryant rushed
of the National Education Asinto the cafe (which serves
sociation here.
Mhite customers in the front
Dr. William Van Til, presiNegroes in the back) holdent of the association for sulering, all of you get out of
pervision and curriculum dehere. At first we continued to
velopment, and head of the detalk, said Wesley. When we
partment of secondary educadiscovered that he was driv-1
and Rho- tion at New York university,
ing everybody out of the cafe,i
Africa,
South
dia.
individual
precious
over
inshod
The slow pace of school
we started to leave. Bryant
s," desia. The two-week institute New York City, told the teachtegration w a s denounced at and constitutional right
ers that technology — teaching
said, 'you two boys get in the,
said.
Long
annual
is a program of the Congrega- machines, television, and the
the opening of the 18th
car.' On the outside of thel
ES
DELEGAT
100
at
Churches'
tional Christian
Race Relations Institute
like — hailed by many as the
cafe we were looking for the
Earlier, he set the theme of Race Relations Department
their
Fisk university, June 19.
most challenging of educationpolice cruiser when Bryant The general area of eco- were there to renew
deletelling
by
institute
the
MisHome
of
under its Board
number
al frontiers, does not rank at
said get in that car, I asked nomic prob le m s were dis- driver's license." The
Dr. Herman H. Long, di- gates the sessions would be
Raof
nt
sions. The Departme
him which car, I don't see a cussed by William Dodd s, represented about three weeks
rector of the institute, said in concerned with public policy cial Cultural Relations of the the top of his list. The "genpolice squad car, he struck me newly elected chairman of the work.
his keynote address that the and human values as they af- National Council of Churches uine curriculum frontiers," he
over the head several times United Automobile Worker's About 8,000 Negroes had
grade-a -year plans of deseg- fected the rights and status and Fisk university are co- said do not include the present heavy emphasis on cur"are designed to re- of minority groups in the U.S.
with a night stick as well as Committee on Political Educa- their names removed front the
regation
sensponsors in this year's effort riculum organization, either,
GREEN, 19, was
to the barest minimum Dr. Long welcomed some 100
struck me on my body. I had tion, when he spoke at a meet- registered-voters list because FRED
duce
electric
•
h
to die in
Both of these trends, he deto have stitches to close the ing of the Shelby County Dem- they failed to vote in a gen- tenced
(See BLASTED, Page 2)
the number of Negro and delegates from 33 states, Inweek after a jury
fined as 'servants of the purpupils who have the oplaceration. I had to remain off ocratic club, held at the UAW ral lection withi n the last chair last
white
murof
had found him guilty
pose of education.'
portunity to know each other
of my job several days to re- Ford Union hall, located at four years.
13-year-old white ShaComing before either techcover from the beating," said the corner of Walker ave. and Plans for a voter registra- dering
as fellow human beings."
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for
culminate in the near future. screamed as she
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discovered that Bryant was meeting
civil rights."
of
protection
Counthe
Judge
at
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Court
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, vances. Criminal
young people of varied races,
ordering the two men into his than 2,000
sanguine
ty Courthouse while they jr , is chairman of the club's Sam D. Campbell will rule on "It is difficult to be
religions, nationality b a c kown personal automobile.
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EXCELLENT PATRONAGE
Of present-day social studA s k 29-year-old Clayborn The business is valued at, ies programs, Dr. Van Til had
Taylor about dreaming. — presently, $25,000. On the ini- this to say "Social education is
IFor
in Nashville.
JESSE L. WILLIAMS, a real'The other is
About a year ago he started tial opening there was $12,000 the forgotten broad field of
was,
TriBURSON
C.
the
for
GROVER
columnist
estate
dreaming about establishing a top grade merchandise on the our time, when, thanks to Naof the
r
commande
recompleted
re-elected
Defender,
State
supermarket in Cast a lia shelves and in the meat de- tional Defense Education Acts,
of
quirement for the "Real Estate Autress Russell Post No. 27
Heights which would serve partment of the store.
science, mathematics, foreign
the
for
Legion
June
on
American
program
the
e"
S.
U.
Certificat
Staff members of the
four main purposes: First, "to Five persons are employed language, and guidance are
Buryear.
ve
consecuti
seventh
at
Bureau
19.
of Labor's
supply food conveniently,
by Taylor, who is general man- riding high with physical fitDe- Department
Williams is a licensed real son, a Memphis General
ent Reports
competitive prices to the esti- ager. His wife, Mrs. Clara ness and language arts hitchto of Labor-Managem
vets
all
urges
of
state
driver,
the
by
pot
broker
the
mysin
estate
mated 1,500 families
propose to explode all the
Taylo r, is secretary-cashier. ing on. Social studies programs
join the legion.
Tennessee.
tery connected with the 1959
immediate neighborhood." Clifton Drake is store mana- are often shackled to chronoThe recent completed "real MEMPHIS NAACP filed a labor law when they visit MememploySecondly: "to create
ger. Mrs. Mildred Gage is a logies and are insufficiently
estate program" covered the complaint against the police phis on July 29.
ment for Negroes and extend cashier. Robert Cummings is problem-oriented."
and
fundamental theories, princi- department for what the
to them all of the benefits
head butcher. Guy Bowers is At a time when Latin AmeRobert T. Amis, Regional Di- I
lea and practices in all major branch said were unnecessary
privileges involved in a grow- over the produce and stock. rica, Africa, and Asia cry out
rector, who administers the
"to
hisses of real estate activity, tactics recently in a shoving
Thirdly:
ing business."
for greater attention, he said,
provisions of the Labor-Man(See DREAMS, Page 2)
which included "contracts, incident with relation to sitgive Memphis Negroes an op"social studies programs are
agement Act locally referred to
incash
real estate law, appraisals, fi- ing at Walgreen's. The branch
portunity to make
often absorbed with Europe
as the Landrum-Griffin Law,
nance, property development said a member of the sit-ins
coopa
of
vestments in stock
and the U.S."
today announced plans for a
."
venture
and principles.
was pushed out the door by
erative business
labor school at 511 Vance ave.,
Discussing the need for
comthe
He studied the courses of- officers during a recent sit-in
benefit
"to
Feurthly:
Memphis. This is the second of
young people to act as intelliof
progress
fered by the University of Ten- at the Main and Madison store.
the
munity from
three such meetings in Tengent citizens, Dr. Van Til recnessee's correspondence school
the supermarket which will be
nessee. Others will be held at
ommended youth participation
et
whi
of
located in Knoxville.
operators
unlike
TO FLORIDA
1Knoxville and Nashville.
in community action as one of
O. Z. EVER.S became the
ow ned supermarkets, who
the "frontiers in education
SSEE, Fla. — A "Two members of my staff
y,
communit
the
only Negro in Memphis li- TALLAHA
in
live
don't
which our feet have scarcely
city school teacher, will come to Memphis to concensed for termite and pest Memphis
therefore the community
is among duct the meeting," Amis said in
tred."
from
returns
extermination work in this Miss Rosa Robinson,
any
enjoy
doesn't
persons representing 25 Atlanta today. "They are pre"Young people read of civarea. The pest extermination the 31
profit made here by them,"
systems on the summer pared to give a line-by-line exics in books; they rarely parwork had been virtually closed school
Taylor.
says
of Florida A & M uni- planation of the items which
ticipate in reasoned, orderly,
out to the Negro up until Evers faculty according to Dr. H.
The first part of Taylor'.
must be included on the aneffective, civic action that exreceived his certificate of com- versity,
market
co-op
a
dream about
Efferson, dean of the nual financial reports filed by
tends beyond the school walls.
pletion of the pest control Manning
onethe
when
and
came true
both the Negro
and director of the ,each local union."
Youth must learn to serve the
PHOTOG ARRESTED — Er- ners from
course from the University of university
building
summer session.
"What's more, Memphis la- nest C. Withers, prominent white photographers. George story, modern brick
community, to count in the
California. Evers took his fi- eight-week
Boyle
2032
at
pho'was purchased
Memphis teacher. Miss bor lender' who attend Will go Memphis photographer, was Hardin, another Negro
community, to learn the ways
The
nal examination under the The
is an arts and home with answers to their arrested by policemen last tographer, was arrested along ave., some months ago.
of democracy." That youth is
supervisory instruction of a Rosa Robinson,
June
on
true
Boughs
came
part
other
instruction. In Mem- individual problems," he said. Thursday night for taking a with Withers. Judge
"hungry" to participate in the
Memphis representative of the science
doors
the
opened
he
recomwhen
5
is a com- "The law really isn't as cdm- picture in Walgreen's at Main fined both S26 and
conduct of the world, he said,
Evers has recently phis, Miss Robinson
universty.
f Castalia Co-op Super Markmended that a test case be
education teacher at plex as many people are led to and Madison during sit-in
is evidenced by their sponnow
Wreceived his state's license to mercial
is
He
business.
Atty.
for
et
Washington high believe."
made of the incident.
taneous, unexpected interest
activity. M. G. Wester, manpractice the business in Mem- Booker T.
formal,
the
for
planning
dejr..
busy
She lives at 979 Clack Thomas W. Sutton, Compli- ager of the store said he had Russell B. Sugarmon,
in the Peace Corps.
CLAYBORN TAYLOR
phis. Evers is one of only two school.
new
the
of
opening
grand
a master's deforbidden pictures of sit-in- fended.
Negroes in the business pl. She holds
(See LABOR, Page 2)
throughout 13 Southern states. gree.
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Grade-A-Year DesegregationPlan
Blasted In Race Relations Meet

Dreams Do Come True!
Just Ask Memphis'
Young Clayborn Taylor

For The Record

Labor School
Memphis
'Set July 29
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IL,

(Continued Front Page 1)
to train community leaders in
developing creative, effective
approaches to what has been
called the nation's most urgent and demanding domestic
problem.
The time has come when
the South must decide whether it will join the mainstream
of American life and accept
the traditions of liberty and
equality or whether it will
persist in being a truculent,
fractious minority.
DR. ROBERT HARRIS
Dr. Hobert Harris, political
science professor at Vanderbilt university, told this to the
18th Race Relations institute
at Fisk university.
"The South is actually in
bondage to the Negro," Dr.
Harris declared. "Its politicians
are so obsessed with maintainins' separation of the races
tl- et some southern governors
never make a move without
thinking about the Negro."
MEMPHIS
BEAUTICIANS
Poro Beauticians meet held in above are delegates of the board their chartered bus for
He pointed out that the
attended the recently held
Washington, D.C. Pictured confab as they made ready to the exciting trip to the
Na- South's resistance to equal
tion's capital. (Withers photo) rights for Negroes was hurting the whole region both
morally and economically.
"The only businesses that
profited from the troubles in
Little Rock were the moving
•••
van companies taking people
out of that city," he said. Be- RODEO WINNERS — Recre(Continued From Page 1)
Eloise, representing Corr y
through
a series of f o u
sides creating a heavy finan- ation Director Euless T. Hunt
Rd. playground and Evelyn obstacle courses, braking,
And two young men, Robert cial burden for separate school stands between the two win- Caston.
12,
daughter
of
Ms.
slow
riding,
steadiness a n •,
MANY PEOPLE HAVE in Gary, Ind., and in same Clark and Robert Hunter, facilities, he obser ve d, dis- ners of bicycles in last
Satur- and Mrs. Harvey Caston of speed controL
Bikes were
nerve but rarely is one found "business." — IN THE "SE- work in the stock department. crimination robs the South of day's Bicycle Rodeo held at 810 Walker. representing
Lenaiad by the Woolen's Food
with as much of the stuff as LECT" GROUP, it is said is Taylor said, "in the future the skilled manpower it needs Gooch Playground. Winner of Moyne playground. Represen- Center
and The Castalia Co.'
I hope to employ many more for industrial development.
the boy's bike was Willi• tatives from all of the 33
that CERTAIN FATHER who one femme well known to
op Food Market ran by Clay-I headline readers over past persons when increase in busi- DR. MILTON ROKEACH
Hightower, 10, son of Mr. and
playgrounds
were
in
the
roborne
was
heard
Taylor
at Castalia and
making
public two years. — LET US HOPE ness warrants." He added,
LEOPOLDVILLE — (UPI)
"so "R a cc prejudice does not Mrs. B. Hightower of 1385 deo. The participants went Boyle
at. (Withers photo)
— The leader of the Angolan threats anent a situation that THIS is not a case of once a far we have received excellent exist in the minds of Individrebels against Portugal has involved his own daughter and ??? always a ???, as so often patronage from families living uals, but is forced on them by
society," Dr. Milton Rokeach,
in Castalia."
conceded defeat — but only A WELL KNOWN spot own- happens.
•••
er 'tother yawniing. — LISTuntil it rains again.
He injected, "I want the citi- psychology professor, Michigan State university, mainHold e n Roberto said his ENERS WERE SAYING of his WHAT LOOMED one of the zens in Castalia to better untained. "Left to themselves,
rebels, fighting with jungle threat "can you imagine that most lurid cases involving a derstand how to spend a dolthey would choose their
knives against Portuguese na- guy squawking?" — WHAT lady, her car and a gentleman lar." He has been very active
friends along belief lines rapalm bombs and bush fires are ABOUT THE affair he has "boy friend" appears to be at in civic and religious activities
ther than racial lines."
losing the four-month battle been participating in with a a end and friends of the lady in Memphis about eight years.
To illustrate, he pointed out KARACHI, Pakistan—Clem- scarce, clean sheets were not Emphasis w a s placed on
for the coffee-rich Portuguese certain youngster who left are happy but startled. — OPEN MARKET
that in integrated housing pro- mie Jean Smith, nurse educa- always available, and nursing adaptation of
kitchenhome
to
her
in
live
a
THEY
NEVER
DREAMED
methods rather
colony south of here.
This is not the first business
jects where familes had the tion advisor of Dayton, Ohio, procedures needed improveette for the long purpose of things would be patched and venture for Taylor
than adoption, because the ma"We have lost about 25,000
— he has same economic status,
ment.
white
keeping up a friendship with he pair would once again be been a successful
civilians killed so far and
owner and families lost their antipathy found teaching conditions f a r
jority of the students would be
the squawker? — AND HE ovey, dovey. — BUT ONE operator of a
from ideal here when she be- After conferences, demonabout 1,000 Portuguese have
Gulf Service to their Negro neighbors
hot gan her assignment for the U.S. strations, and with much su- working in government hospitMUST KNOW, THEY insist, AN never be certain what station at 1731
Castalia St., for simply because they were
died," Holden told UPI from
get- International Cooperation Ad- pervision many changes began als where many facilities are
that the little cutie he "soon- will happen when a romanc- six years.
his command post here.
ting to know Negroes better inistration but, with determina- to occur. A n
soon all her clothes will have ing pair become involved in He came to
d the students still needed.
Memphis from but because they were
"But we will fight on until to be made larger." P.S. IF
getting tion to make the most of what helped greatly because, they In the
troubles of their own making. his native Haywood County
follow-up evaluation
in to know people with the same facilities were available,
we win or die and there are MORE proof of the pudding is
s h e were anxious to learn.
— IN THIS CASE the only 1952 after graduating from
of the classes, most students
over four million of us," he needed it is suggested that you
beliefs, aspirations, and prob- helped to improve nurse trainloser is the garage where the Carver high school in Brownsrate
their experience in ward
Miss Smith arrived in Jansaid.
terns.
ing.
check at the kitchenette on lady placed her car during the ville, Tenn. He
uary, 1959 and by August of administration as the m oaA
attended Le- "If the Freedom Rides are
Roberto admitted the Por- Calumet between Garfield and trouble to have it safe from
helpful
in their present work.:
Moyne college for a short time tion is organized
The College of Nursing was that year field experience in
tuguese were winning, adding, 53 streets where the "spon- the boy friend's attempt to
— look out,"
before enrolling in Griggs warned Thurgood
established in 1956 through ward administration was given Many mentioned especially how
"They have all the modern sored" girl lives.
Marshall.
drive it. — HE IS DRIVING Business college where he
they
use
techniques they swat
at- disorganized and the opposi- the joint efforts of the govern- for the first time in the history
weapons and we have few."
•••
at the two mission hospitals.
the car again and things seem tended three years "at the
The chief of the NAACP Le- ment of Pakistan and the ICA. of the college,
He said his men have made LAWMEN A R E SAYING to be very much okay with head of his
Its
purpose is to prepare head Miss Smith
class."
gal Defense Fund called for
and one of the two
mistakes.
some of Chicago's "Sin City" the proberbial "forgotten- When Taylor was asked
BE A QUEEN
closer coordination among the nurses and nurse instructors. Pakistani instructors w h o
However, Roberto claimed a habituals are finding refuge past" an appropriate labeling. why he came to Memphis
to various organizations sponsor- Requirements for registration worked with her chose t w o
AT OUR BIG AFFAIR!
natural ally — Angola's dense
establish a business, he re- ing Freedom
Rides and other are three years of general American mission hospitals in
oll_poia trio. to Chicago
forests. The rebels, he said,
plied "I know my chances for civil rights demonstrati
nursing, one year of midwif- which they could demonstrate given. Many other awards and
ons.
will now retreat into the foraccomplishing a lot in busi- DR. ANNA HEDGEMA
prises.
Writ•
to Fred Coulter, 6448
good
ery
and
two
principles
years
of experiof ward manN
ests and hold out until the
ness in Haywood County Dr. Anna
S. Eggleston Ave., Chicago 21, III.
agement.
Arnold Hedgeman, ence.
rainy season.
would be very limited. Mem- special consultant
for the The college is located on
the
phis' resources are unlimited." American Missionary
Associa- grounds of Jinnah Hospital,
a
His first job in Memphis tion, talked on
"Africa and 700-bed general government
l
was "an agent for the North American Racial
The luau, traditional Hawai-,them and fold into thirds
Practices."
hospital, and it was there Miss
Carolina Mutual Insurance Mrs. Hedgeman
ian feast, provides an excep- lengthwise, and then thirds
said that Smith supervised nursing stutional party theme for party- across. Cut out circles. Each co.," a job he held two years American Negroes have a link dents. The hospital lacked
many
givers anywhere. Gay, friend- tissue will give nine 3 inch while attending Griggs Busi- with Africans through their things Miss Smith
was used
African heritage which is to in the U.S.
ly, beautiful — it's easy to squares. Thread circles onto a ness college.
give and fun to go to.
42-inch piece of string with a Taylor said, "1,700 shares of especially important. She ern
Hot water sometimes w a a
the stock of the supermarket phasized that through
the ex not
Everyone
enjoys the infor- darning needle. Tie the string will be
ATLANTA — Employee orFOR ALL YOUR EXTERMINATING WORK.
obtainable, soap
put on sale in the open perience of "giving
wet
together.
Twist
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placby
spiritual
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mal
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ganizations have a continuing
market soon."
ly
to
this
thumb
nation
ing
first
and
through
finger
of
their
music,
colorful
and
decor
that
responsibility to serve their
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A tall handsome man, he eternal struggle
for liberty
members through a "construc- are part of the luau spirit. Per- each hand on circle on both and his wife were
married in and democracy," American Ne
sides
of
string.
the
Twist
circle
haps
you'll
want
to
take
adtive review" of merit promotion
Termite Control, Rat,
DeFuniak, Fla., nine years ago gross "are able
to tell the res
plans in Federal agencies, John vantage of the coming warm in opposite directions. . . and She was the former Clara
Dan of our nation some of the
repeat
succeeding
each
for
summer
cirdays
and
evenings
to
W. Macy, jr., chairman of the
ids of DeFuniak. They are things Africans
Mice, Bedbug, Roaches
are trying to
Civil Service Commission, told give your first luau in your cle.
the parents of a 17-month-old say, for they
Young Woman Needed
have
patio
backyard.
been
or
say
Plan
menu
a
can
you
manthe Fifth District Council of
daughter, Lacommie Dian a. ing the same
and Waterbugs, Fleas
things through
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Johne Early
Earns Depot
Safety Award
C.

atP••••••••••••404.11.•••••••••••••

An accident tree record has
SOME REAL LAMES did the was arrested for taking photos
earned the title of Safti-Centive
twist, watusi, and other dance at the scene of a sit-in demonEmployee of the Quarter for
numbers during.the "Jazz Un- stration last week. He a n d
Johne Early, 1484 Oriole at
der The Stars" concert at Lake- George Hardin, another photoMemphis General Depot on Airview Country club. Will some- grapher, were arrested a n d
ways Boulevard.
body please tell the woman fined $26 each. A test-case is in
Early, an employee of the
who did the twist until she order.
depot railroad unit was cited
fell out that you aren't sup- JULY 4TH brings out t h e
for his accident free record, obposed to dance at a jazz con- best barbecue artists in town.
servance of safety hazards, use
cert. Also tell the woman who The an- was scented with barof safety equipment, and interdid ,the exotic number she has becued ribs, chickens, 1 a m b,
est in the depot safety suggeslost some of her zip. Please beef, ham algid what have you.
tion program.
"DON'T" Dance At Jazz Con- SOMETHING OLD, YET
His supervisor, James W.
certs.
SOMETHING NEW is the game
Wagner, said on nominating
GOV. ROSS BARNETT took of "dropping the pigeon." Mrs.
Mr. Early: "As his supervisor,
'
,
cue from Fidel Castro, who is Lama Russell can tell you that
I am very proud to have a man
jtrying to exchange prisoners t is a very expensive game.
of this caliber working for me.
for American-made farming She was fleeced to the tune of
He has proven his ability to
tractors. Gov. Barnett could 4,500.
work safely alone and around
possibly demand cotton-pickWHEN AN NAACP REPother employees. His producera of CORE in exchange for RESENTATIVE appeared at
Freedom Riders.
000 and all but $40,000 of building fund by August 1. tion has been high and his
Middle Baptist church to speak PROPOSED LIBRARY —
THEY
ARE
GETTING several Sundays ago, the con- This is a model of the library this amount has been raised. If LeMoyne is successful in work is to the standard or JOHNE EARLY (left), for his work with the title of Safti111TER every day said a gregation sang "Leaning on the building penned for Le- Each alumnus of the college raising the last $40,000. con- above. A supervisor could not accident free record as an Centive Employee. Major
hite woman who was riding Lord." While addressing the Moyne College. The build- was called on this week to struction on the building will expect more. He is a valuable empleyee of the Memphis William L. Turner, post enGeneral Depot of the railroad gineer of the Depot presents
on a local bus when a Negro congregation, the NAACP ing will cost more than $300,- contribute at least $10 to the begin late in the summer or employee."
Major William L Turner, unit, was cited for his good certificate and an engraved
passenger boarded the bus and speaker drew attention to the
early in the fall.
of
the
Memphis
Post Engineer
lighter to Early.
took a seat up front. T h e fact that he refrained from
Depot, presented a certificate
woman said: "Why don't they joining the congregation in sing.
lighter
to
an
engraved
and
reserve the seats immediately ing "Leaning on the Lord." He
Early.
behind the bus driver for "Ni- said, "That's all Negroes have
gras."
been doing for the last 100 years
ARE YOU A JUNK HAUL- • . . Leaning On the Lord."
ER?, asked the woman next to WHEN A BUS PASSENGER
vacant house. No! replied here in the city dropped 16!
the truck driver, this is the cents for his fare, the bus drivGARY. Ind. - (UPI) — Richards charged St i mpla
By MARKHUM STANSBURY of ner body and the twinkle
first load of furniture of the er said 'you put only 15 cents • • •
The Gary Civil Service com- failed to come to his rescue
in her eyes as she does DOWN
persons who are moving into in the slot The fare is 16 cents,"
mission held a five-hour meet- "after he became aware of
Lawrence N. Jones, dean of ' This week Atlantic Records THE ISLES. But the biggest
the house next door to you.
The young man pulled out a
ing Saturday night into the attack."
of New York City released an
THERE'S A PRIVATE A R T hundred-dollar bill, and apolo- the chapel at Fisk university, album by Memphis recording bonus of all, in my opinion,
charges that a policeman neg- Stimple testified in his own
GALLERY in a home which getically asked that the one was awarded the Ph.D. degree star Carla Thomas. The album, comes when she sings DANCE
lected his duties in connection behalf that he knew nothing
has caused a lot of curiosity penny be taken from the bill. at June commencement exer- titled "Gee Whiz," is the first WITH ME,
with a beach brawl in which about the alleged attack until
by those whose picture don't He said "I am sorry but this cises at Yale univeYsity. His album for the youth who was PEOPLE'S CHOICE
a Negro was mauled.
Richards reported it to him.
appear in the collection. There is the smallest change I have." area of concentration in doc- first
George Stimple, the patrol- The officer said he was 500
heard of nation-wide when Listening to these tunes inare those who are interested in The bus driver was amazed be- toral studies was in religion
man, was also charged with yards from the scene at the
her recording of "Gee Whiz" dividually is certain to be an
and higher education.
the collection ..-.-not for art yond words.
"conduct injurious to the pub- time. He also said Richards
(Look At His Eyes) was releas- exhilirating pleasure. But it is
sake — but the sake of knowing Y 0 U R "GOOD" ISN'T A graduate of West Virginia
lic peace and welfare," and later refused his aid.
ed earlier this year and be- sobering to realize what a sum
io has been selected to grace "GOOD" ENOUGH said t h e State college, Dr. Jones also came an overnight success.
they make collectively. They
conduct unbecoming an offi- Richards said he was beaten
Art Salon, and the inscrip- president of a Garden club in learned the M. A. degree at The album will include her add up to the well established
by baseball bats and bottles.
cer while on duty.
tions on the various collections response to this statement the University of Chicago, and
where the fracas
the B.D. at the Oberlin Grad- big hit, "Gee Whiz" and her fact that Carla is the female
charges were brought The beach
The
are most revealing.
made by one of the club memoccurred is frequented by only
latest single, "A Love of My ultimate in what people choose
by Murray Richards, 21, who
THE TERM "RENT" MEANS bers during a meeting, at which uate School of Theology. He Own." It has a variety of sel- to call rock and roll singers. Of
few Negroes, officials said.
Said he was attacked by a a
"RENT," not ownership. A man flower-displays were being pre- was the holder of fellowships ections which best showcase course, Carla is not merely a
The commission said it
who is kell known in these sented: "Madame president, I at Chicago, Oberlin and Yale. the talents of this remarkable rock and roll singer. She is an C. V. NARASKIMHAN iroup of 15 white teen-agers would take the case under
parts, rented an Indian costume know this flower arrangement Dr. Jones has taught in pub- young lady. She sings ballads, institution in the business of of India. UN Undersecretary at a lakefront beach here last
before announcingad-.visemnt a
for a ball held more than a ain't just right, but I did the lic seconadry education in she wails the blues, she drives handling ballads of love, regret, for special political affairs, has Memorial Day.
decision.
month ago and did not return best I could." The president re- Fairmont, W. Va., and at West with the force that characteri- sadness, tenderness and inspira- been named Executive Assistthe costume to the company plied "Your best isn't good Virginia State College. He zes her particular style.
tion.
ant to the Secretary General,
from which he rented it. The enough. A lot of people are go- served in the U. S. Army in the
Carla has more than lived up the post closest to Dag Hamcompany had to send to his ing to Hell simply because they European theater, 1943-1946, BRINGS MEMORIES
marskjold. Naraskimhan reand again in West Germany
For example on WHY DO to the promises she gave when
home to rescue the costume are "just doing the best they
in 1951-1953, with the rank of FOOLS FALL IN LOVE, Carla she first entered the recording places Andrew W. Cordier,
from "ownership."
can." That isn't good enough captain. He has also held a
UPI Telephoto.
brings back memories of Frank- field. Well enough equipped by
ONE FOR THE GREEKS: when measured against t h e
pastorate in the West Salem, ie Lymon who first made this nature, she has used her talents
Not long ago A Greek-Letter "best." The club is supposedly Ohio
Evangelical and Reformwith intelligence and taste.
LOS ANGELES — Lucius War.
sorority denied admittance to a an improvement club where no ed church, in which religious song an all-time hit. On BABY,
W. Lomax, sr., 79, reputedly He would lend money to
prospective member because member makes a perfect score, denomination he is an ordain- IT AIN'T ME, her emotions Considering Carla's mature and
are so great and so strong that enterprising outlook, one can
one of the wealthiest Negroes fellow soldiers between pay
she was a Greek. The all-white but seeks to improve ever.
ed minister. Before entering
in California, committed sui- days and collect a handsome
sorority said it could not admit WORSHIPFUL MASTER of upon his duties as dean of the t completely overwhelms her. only anticipate bigger and betpalatial West interest r a t e. He continued
a "real" Greek.
Broad Avenue Masonic Lodge chapel at Fisk university in She is elegant, heart-shat- ter things from her in the fu- ACCRA, Ghana — (UPI) — cide in his
Adams district home Tuesday, this practice after completing
WE REGRET to learn that No. 975, really praised the the fall of 1960, Dr. Jones was tered, doing THE MASQUEThree
West
African
republics
ture.
firing a bullet from a revolv- ,tis military service.
Mr. J. T. Chandler, a Universal members of the lodge during a the administrative secretary of RADE IS OVER, or the quiet,
— Ghana, Guinea and Mali —
Life Insurance administrator, recent St. John's Day celebra- the Intersynodical Committee LOVELY WAY TO SPEND The session was conducted Saturday published a charter er through his head.
health/
is still ill in bed at home. We tion. He said I'm glad we for Campus Ministry of the AN EVENING. She is the by Jimmy Stewart and Chip merging their three countries Despondency over ill
to be the reasonbelieved
was
sincere,
pleading
lover
with
him a speedy rovery.
ls in not an offer to sell or a
recovery. don't have any (dogs) among Evangelical
Reformed the big
Momann. There are five strings into "the Union of African e took his own life. He had
and
icitation of an offer to but any of
sob in her voice and
DON'T ALWAYS us.
securities. This offer is made
church in Pennsylvania.
and five rhythm pieces along States."
been under treat- These
•eportedly
by prospectus to bona fide rest
only
the
big
build
to
a
climax
as
ring twice. Sometime they ring THE COUNTY GRAN I) A nati ve of Moundsville,
dents
of the Stale of Tennessee.
simulcharter,
issued
The
ailment
bladder
ment for a
with
the
Anita
Kerr
singers
she
sings
YOUR
LOVE
INonce and enter. It depends upon JURY IS inviting every citizen W. Va., Dr. Jones is married
taneously in Accra, Conakry and cancer of the prostrate
the route and time of day.
who wants to register a com- and is the father of two chil- DEED written by her father, from Nashville, accompanying and Bamako, said the three gland.
Rufus
Thomas.
JUNIOR
her on the album. •
CHAMEER
OF plaint against the police depart- dren.
members will guarantee each He had only recently been
She is classic, self-conscious
COMMERCE
members are ment and its personnel to come
others
' territorial integrity. discharged as a patient of Cedand hurt hs she picks herself up
choosing up sides for the an- forward. This is one time that
Aggression against any one of ars of Lebanon hospital here
from a love tumble, complainnual election of officers. This policemen are on the receiving
them will be considered n and had been ill for a numing THE LOVE WE SHARED.
election is expected to be one end of the stick. '
New Issue
act of aggression against all,lber of years since an operaof the hottest in the history of SPEAK NOW — OR HOLD
Carla makes love, musically
the charter said,
of
removal
of
one
for
the
j
tion
the organization. Wow! We YOUR PEACE! All complaints
and mischievously. Listening,
It also provides for concer 200,000 Shares
kidneys.
you can almost see the sway
love a good old fashion, hot, about policemen, police brued diplomatic, economic, culmud-slinging election. Nothing I tality, theft by policemen, hartural and research activities FOUND BY NURSE
Price Per Thor*
Lomax's body was found by
is:better to infuse new life into.assment and the like should
•
NEW YORK — (UPI — by the three states.
an organization.
be aired before the grand jury
Novelist Ernest Hemingway Ghana and Guinea have his nurse who summoned po$5.00
ERNEST WITHERS, SR. now. If you don't get it off of
accidentally shot and killed been linked in a loose union lice.
found himself at the center of a your chest now, don't c o 83himself while cleaning a gun since November, 1958. Last Lomax, whose estate is exsituation which could easily plain later about what you
at his home in Ketchum, Ida- November, President Kwame pected to exceed $300,000, be- NATIONAL BOWLING
lead to a court test-case. He should have done.
ho, Columnist Leonard Lyons Nkrumah of Ghana annotinced gan accumulating money since
that Ghana and Mali would the days he served in the army
CORP.
ST. LOUIS—(UPI)—A form- reported.
have a common parliament, during the Spanish-American
er convict and his woman com- A son of Lyons said that
Common Voting Stock
Hemingway's
wife,
Mary,
had
panion were arrested last week
at Lambert-St Louis Municipal telephoned the columnist here
The stock In this offering is only being offered to bona fide residents of
Airport with about $5,000 in bout Hemingway's death.
the State of Tennessee by the NoDonal
Bowling Corporation. Qualified
Warren Lyons said that
narcotics in their possession.
as a dealer in its own securities.
Earl "Nappy Cap" Williams, Hemmingway was discharged
For free copy of prospectus write
DR. LAWRENCE N. JONES 95, was described by authorities from the Mayo clinic in RoNATIONAL BOWLING
as the courier for one of the chester, Minn., five days ago
"Beware of sympathy pitches who is not known to that agenprincipal sources of illegal nar- and that he had driven to his
CORPORATION
to sell magazine subscriptions," cy. Presumbly his credentials EITHER WILL DO
warned the Memphis Better were faked."
HILLSBORO,. Tex. — (UPI) cotics in the St. Louis area. home with his wife.
la Du Pont 92.5407 22 IL Second
Business Bureau today. "Re- "Persons interested in buy- —
D. Skipper of nearby His companion was Mrs. Ger- Feeling chipper and thinkName
ports have been coming in that ing magazine subscriptions can Alvarado recently ran this ad- aldine Walker, 29, of St. Louis. ing about hunting, the novelsalesmen, some of them with be sure that they will get their vertisement in the Hillsboro The illegal dope consisted of ist started cleaning his guns
Address
real, or faked physical disabili- magazines, if they make cer- Mirror: "Housekeeper or wife cocaine and heroin with a mar- when the accident occurred.
Telephone
ties, and others who may false- tain they are doing business wanted. Room and board and ket value of about $5,000, the Warren Lyons said the acnarcotics bureau said.
cident occurred at 7:30 a.m.
ly claim to be medical stu- with an authorized CR agency. $1 a day."
dents at the University of Tenn. The publishers will make good
have been calling on house- on any subscriptions sold, prowives, using sympathy appeals vided the purchaser hdlds a
to sell magazines," said George valid receipt. All authorized
V. Morse, Jr., BBB general traveling crews of member CR
manager.
agencies have adopted a policy
"Recently," Morse said, "all of not using any physically
member subscription agencies handicapped solicitors on tray- ,
of the Central Registry adopted eling crews.
a special Credential Program
"The Better Business Bureau
for identification purpose will be glad to answer inquirThese CR agencies are co-opabout any magazine soliciabating in a joint effort with ies
tations," Mr. Morse observed.
glirtter Business Bureaus to rid
arising
CORE COMMUNITY Rela- separate lawsuits
working closely .with
their industry of the frauds "We are
tions Director Marvin Rich from the rides. CORE h a s
the Vice Squad to stop any
and gyp artists. Before their
presents Rev. Fred Shuttles- agreed to provide the legal
operators who seek to
traveling crews can work in bogus
worth with 51.000 check as defense in his cases. In addithe Memphis
Memphis, they register their fleece persons in
part payment for legal ex- tion, CORE has already spent
Automobile, Furniture
crew members, both with the area."
penses incurred as a result more than $70000 in bail,
police department, and the BetSignature
of the Freedom Rides. The lawyers fees, travel for the
ter Business Bureau."
There is s reason why people
heroic Birmingham leader riders, training and hospital
like to do business with us.
"Members of the public who
has been involved in four bills arising from the FreeYou, too, will like our courare called upon in their homes,
dom Rides.
treatment and desire to
teous
by sales representatives, to purhelp visa.
chase magazine subscriptions,
'Open Thursday and Friday
MIAMI -- (UPI) — Eddie
should insist that the repreNights Until 1100 P. M.
sentative show his credentials, Jones, 23, WAS found guilty
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
111XIV FireseeCle
before agreeing to buy any Tuesday of shooting to death
Owned Home Operated
Home
magazines, and before giving a companion because the man
DIXIE
him any money. Any suspicious
him a cigar..
FINANCE COMPANY
WISE HOMES PRESENTS line Convention of the New boro, N. C., is Marshall Hood
actions by such salesmen should would not give
'We like to say yen to your
Jones told police the victim, Awards to NFA chapters: Farrtlera of America. of Washington, D. C. Hood
be reported directly to the Betreticles,'
ioan
ter Business Bureau," Mr. Edward.(Shorty) Rogers, also Wise Homes, inc., the na- The meeting was h e 1 d is Wise Homes top salesman.
by
,uperyisee
- sonsinesi
'MO
him after tion's largest shell home at A & T college. Second and third place
on
knife
a
pulled
,
just
"We
have
had
said.
Morse
the stut. Or oortment of
refusing his request for the builders, recently presented Greensboro, N. C. Show n awards were also presented
flanking
Imorunci
ood
a report on one bogus salesman cigar.
several cash awards to the presenting the first prise to the Savannah high school
2 LOCATIONS
claimed to be an authorizOfficers testified in circuit most outstanding chapters at award of $50 to the Lincoln chapter of Grifton. N. C. and
161 S. Main, /A. 5-1351
representative for A repu- neither a knife nor a cigar the 33rd Annual North Caro Heights chapter of Wilkes the Fairmont Chapter of
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Fairmont, N. C.
table New York agency, hut was found on Rogers' body.
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Memphis AME
Missionaries
Meet Aug. 28

By HERBERT L. BUGGS

ONE SENTENCE SERMONS GREATER WHITE STONE
"He stands best who kneels Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
The South Memphis Missionmost." — Abe Daniels.
jr., will be principal speaker
ary Institute of the AME
church poitponed its July
"If you ask a question, you at Greater White Stone Bapmeeting, announced the presimay seem like a fool for five tist church, July 9, 3 p.m..
when
the
church
celebrates
its
dent, Mrs. M. It. Todd, during
minutes, but if you never ask
the June 26 meeting at Mt.
a question, you'll remain one." annual Young People's Day.
The church is located at 424
Zion AME church, 118 W.
— Bonita R. Williams.
Trigg ave. The next meeting
"Two things are bad for the McEwen place. Mrs. Frankie
is scheduled for Aug. 28 (fourth
heart; running up stairs and Mae McHail is chairman of the
Monday), at Providence AME
running down peopl e." — day. Rev. A. R Williams is
pastor.
church, 384 Decatur st., anGladys J. Everett.
HARVEST
nounced the president':
"It's a good thing to keep GREATER
Chaney of
During the June meeting, REV. J. W. POWELL—Congreyour words soft and sweet, be- Evangelist M. B.
Rest Baptist church
the lesson at the institute was gation of Burning Bush Baptist
cause you never know when Traveler
instructed by President Todd. Church, 213 N. Dunlap sh, has
is conducting revival services
you may have to eat them."
The lesson in parliamentary made plans to celebrate the
at Greater Harvest Ba p tist
— Mamie S. Washington.
procedure was instructed by 32nd anniversary of the pastor.
churc h, Manassas and Fire"Some people treat God like stone.
Mrs. E. L. Fisher. Quiz-mis- Rev. J. W. Powell. starting
a lawyer; they only go to Him EAST TRIGG
tress was Mrs. S. F. Todd„ July I through July 17, anwhen they are in trouble." — Rev. W. Herbert Brewster
secretary of the organization. nounces Mrs. C. L. Jordan.
Paul Beacon.
Churches represented in- church secretary. The sevenwill have it known that the MEN'S DAY at St. James rnendous turnout. Speaker Tenn. From left are Dr. T. D. Hayes, public relations
"Six months to mind my broadcast each Sunday over AME Church was a big suc- for the occasion was Rev. E. W. Northcross, Dr. A. E. chairman of the day and Zee
cluded Providence, St. Andrew, day celebration will be open to
business and six months to WLOK will be titled "The Old cess recently. The men above L. Mosbey of Nashville, Horne, Rev. E. L. Mosbey, 0. Townsend, co-chairman.
Ward Chapel, White Chapel, the public.
leave yours alone." — J. 0. Camp Meeting Hour" and the were responsible for the ireMt. Zion and New Allen.
Patterson.
Refreshments were served
time of broadcast is from 6:30
BIBLE SCHOOL
following the institute. Club
p.m. to 7:15 p.m. The church's
tion, Atlanta university.
Many vacation Bible schools annual Tea Fashionetta, Baby
reporter is Mrs. L. Archibald.
Also Dr. T. A. Lambo, emiand church schools in the Tri- Show and Musical will be held
State s have completed the July 16 at Atlanta Life InsurNigerian
psychiatrist;
nent
RETURN KEYS PLEASE
second week of their programs. ance building, and adjacent
Robert Kitchen, International
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) DETROIT — Henry Ford II,
It is a big operation, and, as campus.
Administration;
Cooperation
— If you're planning to visit chairman of the board, Ford
the Summer ends, thousands MT. NEBO
Dr. Ganiyu A. Jawando, NiTahiti,
hotel keepers there have Motor company, was elected
of children will have received Rev. Roy Love of Mt. Nebo The fourth annual meeting of economics, urbanization and ed- David Seanlon, Columbia Uni- gerian economist at Hampton
inspirational education a n d Baptist church will have it the American Society of Afri- ucation by panelists from Afri- versity Teachers college; Dr. Institute; Eduardo Mondlane, a reminder: Please return your president of the Automobile
key.
Manufacturers Association at
recreation guidance through known that the change in the can Culture (AMSAC) was held ca and the United States.
Samuel Westerfield, Associate UN Trusteeship staff, from
According to Matson lines, the organization's annual meetthe schools.
is:
the
Hotel
Biltmore,
New
at
Dr.
Zelma there is no keymaker in Tahiti. ing of members.
order of service on Sunday
Topics considered during the Director of the Debt Analysis Mozambique;
Typical programs for the Sunday school, 9 a.m.; Morn- York City, June 24. Discussions meeting were of great interest
George, lecturer and former US
Staff of the office of the U. S. Delegate to the UN; Dr. Martin When absent - minded tourists Ford succeeds L. L. Colbert,
children include Bible stories ing service, 10 a.m.; Baptist were held on the role of Amerito all persons interested in Africheck out of their hotel with the chairman of the board and
and character stories told by Training Union, 5 p.m.; Eve- can Negroes in Africa in the ca-American relations: (1) re- Secretary of the Treasury; Dr. Kilson, Harvard
university; key still in their pockets, they president, Chrysler Corporatheir teachers, working cut- ning service, 7 p.m. —
cultural
Jack
Geiger,
M.
D.,
Harvard
areas of
and Dr. John A. Davis, execu- create problems. Hotel keeper tion, who has held the
activities, lationships between Africans
office
outs, coloring, etc. Puzzles and
and American Negroes, (2) university; Dr. Horace Mann tive director of AMSAC and have to send all the way to Ha- since 1958. Colbert continues
other crafts, playing both inBond,
president of AMSAC and professor of Government at waii for replacements — and as a member of the A M A
areas of possible cooperation in
doors and outdoors and enjoypublic and private sectors be- Dean of the School of Educa- CCNY.
each key costs $10.
Board of Directors.
ing refreshments such as ice
tween African and American
cream and cake, make these
economies, (3) African educaclasses worthwhile.
tion and African students in this
Practically all the schools
country, and (4) the culture
follow a morning program
l and development of African
starting somewhere around 9
a.m. and lasting until 11:30
( The Society, which is comor noon, letting the kids go
posed of some 300 scholars,
home for lunch.
writers and artists of African
Children seem to appreciate
descent, plans to establish a
the change from regular
school activities, many of the "He that hath clean hands hands. Basically our motives center in West Africa this fall.
teachers say. The kids wel- and a pure heart; who bath are going to be the determining
AMSAC, which was founded
come this way to have an ac- not lifted his soul unto vanity factor as to how religious we in 1957, is affiliated with the
tive Summer.
nor sworn deceitfully." Psalm really are. We can never sub- international Societe Africaine
Gene Ewing, one of Ameri- 24:4
stitute our giving or presence de Culture which publishes
Evangelists
c a's outstanding
Someone asked the question, for our religious responsibilities. Presence Africaine.
and staff from Ft. Worth, Tex., "Who shall asecend to the hills Our religious responsbilties will Participants in
the Meeting
is coming to Memphis with of the Lord?" The answer haunt us at every turn if we are include: Dr.
St. Clair Drake,
ReArea-Wide
Healing
his
comes back, "He that hath clean serious in our approach to be- Roosevelt University, Chicago
vival. The revival began Fri- hands and a pure heart; who ing our best.
who has just returned from a
day, June 30, at the 2500 block hath not lifted his soul unto We can never be a real Chris- two-year
teaching position at
of S. Bellevue. Services can vanity nor sworn deceitfully." tian with dirty hands and hearts
the University of Ghana; Dr
be heard on radio KWAM, The historical question that has filled with unsavory things. Our
10:45-11, Monday thru Friday, haunted man down through the hands must be clean and our
Free ambulance service and Years still haunt each of us. We hearts must be pure — nothing
bed for the sick to lie on as asked ourselves the question else will ever do. There is no
Inquire at your church about starting
High fashion styling
they await prayer. The sick "Who shall be in the presence substitute for us — clean hands
superbly tailored
that are emergency cases are of God?"
and pure hearts. We must carry
— at on economy price!
a QUALITY STAMP SAVINGS CLUB. In short
prayed for at every service.
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
Man has tried to answer this on as never before that the
For people of all churches.
UNIFORM 'COMPANY
question in any number of ways kingdom might be realized, but
time your church can add comforting
;74 SO MAIN Si
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
IA 6-1641
Some feel that the giving of on God's terms•
The Annual Men's Day promoney will solve the problem Our presence in God's presaccessories!
gram will be celebrated July
and they set out to satisfy them- ence will be predicated upon
23 at Progressive Baptist
selves by giving money. This purity. We will come in the
church, 394 Vance. Rev. P. L.
Yes, Madame,
ter's doll and tea set will hit the
in itself may sooth the consci- presence of God when our
We Give Quality Stamps at
Row of First Chelsea and Male ence of the giver but it stops hearts and intentions are pure.
spot and mother will polish her
all Big Star Stores. These
chorus will be guests. There
chest of silver all the ensuing
by a long way from fulfilling Today as never befort — we
stamps are very valuable inwill also be other male chor- the what God would have us have more people with ulterior
years.
deed.
uses and guests. Rev. 0. C. do. Religion is not the economic motives. Each time an act is
We mention only a few of the
It is amazing how fast they
Collins is pastor.
beautiful and useful gifts that
pattern many of us would think committed the reason for doing
will
accumulate if you are careDIXIEVILLE
Quality Stamps will buy — get
it is hidden in some motive that
it to be.
ful as to where you shop. Look
Elder P. R. Rankin, the i In te same token of thinking is supposed to give us some
a catalog at your favohite Big
for
the
Quality Stamp sign in
Star Store.
church pastor, will conduct many people think that by giv- personal gain. The big question
the
windows
where
you
shop,
Church groups, PTA, and civa revival at Dixieville Church ing of their talents they can in the minds of far too many
such as, cleaners, filling staic organizations are now pooling
of God in Christ in Dixieville,. satisfy God. But whereas giving people today is wrapped up in
tions,
bakeries
and
most
every
their books and are turning over
Tenn. beginning July 9. Every- of talents may be an important. the fact that we concern ourtype of business in your district
248 Vance---JA 7-9320
500 at one time to get wonderful
one is invited.
part of religion, religion in its selves as to what we are going
give
Quality
Stamps.
gifts for their church, school or
OAK GROVE
final sense goes far beyond that. to get out of it.This is evidence
Memphis, Tennessee
If you have taken my advice
community center.
Vacation Bible school is in Down the line we could go that our hearts are impure. Like
your shopping will be easy.
I hope you enjoy giving your
progress at Oak Grove Bap- seeing people trying this and the people of old we must once
Knock the dust off those Quality
gifts from Quality Stamps as
tist church. It will terminate that in feeble attempts to sat- again return to the idea of doPREFERRED MEMBER
Stamp books and head for one of
well as I do. It is so easy to
July 7. Rev. C. E. Clark, pas- isfy God only to wake up and ing something for nothing or
your redemption stores and what
shop at your redemption store
tor, extends a welcome to all realize that what they have maybe I should say for the
a delighted family you'll have at
with all the gifts arranged in
adults with children to permit chosen is not the basic will of glorification of God.
summer vacation time — Dad's
one big room.
their children to attend the God. As important as our mon- It is at this point that God's
Foctory Supervised Service
golf ball or fishing tackle will be
school.
RADIO
JANA PORTER
HI Fl
STEREO
ey, or talents or what have program takes on a new meanjust right, the small fry will
Bye for now,
There will be a banquet at you might be, the requirements ing. Our hearts must be pure
TELEVISION
love his baseball and mitt, sisJana Porter.
Owen's college Friday night, of God go far beyond these. Re- to the extent that we are doing
Genuine Philco Tubes and Ports
8 p.m. It will be sponsored by ligion is far beyond our feeble all that we do for the glorifiPHILCO PICTURE
the Oak Grove Women's Day imagination. Whereas we try to cation of God. Each one of us I
TUBES INSTALLED
committee.
satisfy ourselves by doing those should think in terms of using
LANE AVENUE
things that are easiest to do all that we have that God might
Rev. J. W. Williams of Lane ' within our means, religion if it be glorified through our feeble i
Avenue Baptist church will'is going to be meaningful will efforts. Our pure hearts should
have it known that the order.have to go far beyond this.
dictate to each of us those acts
of service on Sunday is Sun- Meaningful religion will never and utterances that should make
day School, 8 a.m.: Morning •confine itself to the foremen. people marvel at our manifesAll Parts & Service
worship, 11:30 a.m.; Gospel tioned things. Religion is not a tations of life.
GUARANTEED
Crusade Hour (WDIA) 2 p.m.: matter of what we do but rath- In the final analysis our lives
For Service Call:
and Evening Worship, 730. All er a matter of heart. He that will be meaningful only to the
Geo. T. Moseley, Sr.
hath .a pure heart and clean extent that we are able
are welcome.
to show
Authorized Technician
forth God in our manifestations.
We will be able to enjoy the
presence of God only to the ex•under price of
tent that we live our best on all
home delivered occasions. This is the
challenge
milk
that is set before each of us today as we live in this world of
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of frustrations and the like.
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Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

PLEASE, PAY HIM
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fare on the show that has
been built up over the years.
Want a tryout? All you have
to do is phone the station for
details and the assignment
of a audition date.
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Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the, Mid-South recently. These young folk,
most of them singers, carried
through the tradition of fine

ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Grou ps

He is a young merchant who owns and operates 011
own noisiness As such he has his obligation .0 meet it
YOU don't nave your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash - you place a great hardship on him.
Unless tie pays Promptly tot ills papers tie will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuat,ie Prizes
and a real Business training And the Defender's . egoist
visits to your Mime would be interrupted

81
•

—
ANOTHER GOOD SHOW—
Here is the group that served up a sparkling dish of
talent for the WDIA Talent show sponsored by the
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II you buy your Defenders from a salesboy. please
pay him promptly
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NEWSBOYS
CONTEST!
Three Grand Prizes

•

Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
•
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS

Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:

TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!

RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase °vet
your base.

4th—ROLLFAST
•
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE
5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
91h—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
•
10th-leth—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS

2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families
ineligible.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

FILL OUT
COUPON
TODAY!

-CLIP AND MAIL- —
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. 1
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I would like a route 0
I have 10 or more customers 0

FIRST NAME

ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.

•

are

MIDDLE
CITY

AGE

LAST NAME
STATE

ZONE
BOY

GIRL

I would like my son daughter to make some spending money and get early business training like most ssi
America's great men.

PARENT AND GUARDIAN
nimm.

A.B.C. I
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THE FORGOTTEN GOSPEL stant application on a job with
which few Memphis N eg ro
One of the best measures
Subscription rate: One year. $6; sin months, 53.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10,
businesses seem to be acprogressiveof
a
community's
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
quainted.
ness and future prospects for
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
progress is the number and As a public relations man,
see. Under Act of Marc h 2, 1879.
at Memphis, T
caliber of new individuals who Mr. Reed knows that his first
come to it to work and live, job is to get message of the
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
(One such will be presented business he represents into the
here at this time).
waking consciousness of the
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
Memphis is fortunate in re- community. As a result, hard2400 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois
spect to the influx of new, 1-v any established Negro
strong, and active personali- household in Memphis is withPhone — CAlumet 5-2400
ties. It has been a continuing out one of the Mutual Fedprocess in the growth of Mem- eral folders telling the "Facts
phis. Each Negro and white' . . about insurance of your
Memphian have felt the pres- savinfs". It is in convenient
ence of these new personali-questions and an sw er form,
ties. These people have added and deals, with many of the
much to the business, finan- fundamentals of accumulating
cial, professional, and cultural money.
growth of the "Big M". They Mr. Reed has made quiet
A man has a right to earn a decent tographs of a sit-in demonstration at Wal- have
aided materially in get- but effective personal appearMain
Street
last
green's
Drug
store
on
living — morally speaking. Of course his
ting the big Mississippi River ances before church and school
right to earn a living should not impair Thursday night (June 29).
town out of the category of groups
groups. He has plans to meet
the rights of others. If that man happens Manager of this particular -Walgreen's what George Schuler
Schuyler of the more
sslsida
es
nd
individuals.
andfil
th
to be a photographer he is guaranteed the preferred charges against the two photog- Pittsburgh Courier once called H
me shows
"freedom of the press," plus the moral rahers after he requested that they re- a "savage in plus fours". Both lend strength to his "sermon".
right to pursue his vocation without un- frain from taking photographs.
men and women have been And the word "sermon" is
used here advisedly. For, Mr.
due opposition — as long as he is not cir- The case was heard by Judge Beverly among the new arrivals,
Eloushe.
cumventing the rights of others.
Incidentally, before present- Reed has one theme . . . and
In the same light, a merchant—a store- These questions come to mind: Is Wal- ing the particular individual he dwells 'on it with almost
keeper—has the right to earn a decent green's, which is operated for the sole whose coming to Memphis set religious f er v o r. His text
living without an infringement upon his purpose of doing business with the pub- off this column, it might be might well be called "The
rights — personal or as a storekeeper. lie, have the legal right to prevent a pho- observed that the white Mem- Forgotten Sermon" . . . for he
These views presented themselves to tographer from taking a photograph, phis community has a better is talking ab out something
many of us have once heard
us after two Negro photographers were which is his means of earning his bread? program for the reception of about
. . . but very rarely
fined $26 each in City Court on June 30. Judge Boushe said: "I'll make the pen- important newcomers than the hear mentioned
nowadays. Mr.
now
Negro
community.
The
white
They were charged with "disorderly con- alty light, however heavy enough to make
Reed's basic theme is thrift. ..
community
leaders
a
r
range
duct" after being arrested for taking pho- a test case if you want to..."
and the part the Mutual Fed i•
We think that a test case is in order, luncheons and other formal eral can do in helping folk
and in f or mal occasions at
which time they present new practice this almost forgotten
additions to the community virtue of our forefathers.
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and extend them a cordial Following is a typical exwelcome.
cerpt from Mr. Reed's views: Simple
Unfortunately, the Negr o "Thrift is submission to dis„grown cipline, self-imposed. Thrift is What is this that one of Also in war days, try to get there because dogs is nothing ak
Since President Kennedy broadcast his supreme confidence that the West would community has not
Kennedys said about be on a train down South to go' but dumb animals and do not
up" to such a point. So, most denying one's self present them
.
pleasures for fu tu r e gain. cool because there might be somewhere else. The one COL- know better when policeses
"sombre" report to the nation on h i s cave in.
mission to Paris, Vienna and London, the This would have made Mr. Kennedy educational, professional, busi- Thrift is the exercise of the a Negro President in the Year ORED coach was al w a ys sics them on humans. I do not
will, the development of moral 2011 in the USA, huh? If I am
American public finds itself in two look as if he had traveled to Vienna mere- ness, and cultural community,stamina, the steadfast refusal going to run for President, I crowded when it come through believe in sending dogs to
moods. To begin with the visit cheered ly to be told what was going to happen receive only such token,bekinds
want to run now — because your town. "No more room hell.
er_ to yield 03 temptation.
people up and this euphoria has not quite in all these matters, and in the world at of welcomes as may
ranged through their immedi- "Money-saving is o n I y a by then, I would be too cool. for Nig r a s," the conductor The Negroes in them States
large.
States
And
whatever
the
United
evaporated.
Day is
said or did to divert the locomotive of his- ate social associates, families,function. t is thrift in it most One time at the A p o 11 o would cry. The good old days? must know Judgment
The personable young president and tory, the consequence thereof
— so let them make
would have or business contacts. A f t e r elemental form. But the thrift Theatre in Harlem I heard When? They didn't want you coming
his wife had a personal success in Eu- been foretold.
that they're on t h e i r own. I would preach is thrift in all Jackie Moms Mabley talking in the South, they didn't want their peace, get away, or else.
If they else, let it be like them
rope. There were encouraging stories that
They're left to make what things. And this is the thrift, about the good old days. She to let you out.
he had made a very favorable impression But the story that Mr. Kennedy did may• be called a kind of a let us hope, that will be taught said, "What good old days? I You finally got up North. Freedom Riders. Else in a big
on General de Gaulle, and a firm one on indeed find the Russian leader e v e n "drift play" into the conscious- in our schools today. For this was there. There wasn't no You sleep six in a room. Work way! Else over the right to
harder to talk to than he had expected ness of the community. And is the thrift that will give our good old days." And I agree on the docks loading ammu- make water in a WHITE rest
Premier Khrushchev.
room. Else over if you can
with her. Not good then, not
A poignant chord in the national pride and that he did not report fully on the the first really effective an- nation and race first class citi-, good now. So where is my nition. The union not sure it vote or not when election time
meeting
public
ennouncement of their presence zenship.
has
now
dampened
wants you or don't. Ride that
was touched by European homage to Mrs.
good days? Where? Huh? And long subway to Harlem. Every- comes around. How could a
for the whole community is a „
From an economic stand- from what must I cool?
Kennedy as an American Queen of thusiasm about his European trip,
things so high uptown it uses black man elect a black presihalf-whispered question such
however,
President's
difficulty,
The
point, thrift is a rifitional ne- First thing I remember is
Hearts. The Cuban humiliation w a s
"Who is he?"
up all
in no dent in 2011 and he cannot
is
that
a
great
deal
more
talking
has
to
as
, cessity. If we (Negroes) will * Depression. Everybody
erased and the more sophisticated news
'NW time. Why
at g o o d oyld days? even get a holt of a black hal.
But now for the personality only pool our resources
forebe
done
and
that
this
is
a
necessary
ay.
commentators discoursed on the psycholog
Can't even be a clerk in your o
of the moment here. He is and save together . . . in OUR
Relief — and not much Relief own butcher shop in Harlem, Cool off? Me? Cool off from
gical benefits of the trip for Kennedy's runner of action—unless there is to be Mr. Reed, Public Relations Di-0
disaster. But perhaps the first phase of
W N SAVINGS INSTITU- then. If you was colored down
maturing Presidential personality.
or a bartender in the bar what? I never held nothing
educating the public to face the prospect rector of the Mutual Federal TIONS . . . then this money
On the other hand, it has begun to of a long and difficult struggle with Corn- Savings and Loan Association will build more homes for Ne- South, you had a hard time where you spend your money. hot. Who has got the guns and
getting on Relief, even getting Good old days? W h en? dogs and billy clubs and balemerge that the President used a very munism, with few short cuts, and many of Memphis.
groes, more Negro businesses on WPA to work for nothing,
lots in the South? Who does..
Where?
Mr.
' position calls for will spring up . . . mere jobs
. Reeds
mild word—"sombre" was not the one setbacks, has been completed.
even getting in a CCC Camp
the lynchings and beatings and
chosen by his speech writers—to describe The President now faces three sets of him to acouaint the local pub- will be provided for our peo- were you a teen age boy. Them Now they come t alk in g mobbings and name-callings?
lic
with
the
services
offered
about
a
cooling
off
period
in
the impact on him Mr. Khrushchev's ap- problems. In the first place, he
. .and the Negro will things was for white. Be black
Whose blood rushes to their
knows by one of the Mid-So u t h's spie . on
the threshold of first _be hungry. Be black, don't 1961. Were I any cooler, I heads when they see a black
proach and doctrinaire inflexibility.
that even as he digests his European trip newest and most promisingly stand
would
be
dead.
"Howlong
look for no help from the gov- must I wait?" Like the blues face? Who gets hot under the
Either Mr. Kennedy felt that it was he may be interrupted by a new Crisis— important Negro-owned and class citizenship."
necessary to tone down his reaction lest in Iran, in the Caribbean, in South-East operated business institutions Now, whatchubet! ! ! Mr. ernment. Be black — stay says, "Can I get it now, or collar when the Supreme
an edict that don't
the crum of comfort contained in the Asia—at any time.
. . . the kind of an institution, Reed makes a gob of good black and die. What good old must I hestitate?" I am still Court edicts
stick? Who calls every black
agreement over getting a cease-fire in Yet, secondly, he knows that while the incidently which in the writ- sense. Of course, he's talking days?
looking for the good old days
Supman red that wants a piece
Laos should be lost. Or else he felt his Berlin situation is still in the warming er's opinion . . . is one of the the kind of talk that most Ne- Then come the war.
and they didn't come yet.
of white bread? Suppose I was
pose you wanted to wear one
audience would question whether their up stage, it is urgent to define policy in only absolute guarantees of ernes have been i g n or in g of
they
tell
me
I
got
to
Now
to run for President? Who
them pretty Navy uniforms,
But
champion had scored if he conveyed the advance. Thirdly, the President realizes first c 1 a s s citizenship . . . a down through the years.some_
else fly in the sky. You better wait forty or fifty years to be would need to cool off most?
institution of mon- it ic most important that
full force of the uncompromising Russian that the very success which he achieved successful
Presfdent
since
I
ain't
Irish.
Not me! Not mine! Not Mose,
ev and business. It is Mr. body from the ranks and in be white — else cook or scrub
memorandum on Berlin.
in Europe has proved obsolete his idea Reed's job is to "sell" this rel- the leadership take time out in the Navy, and not fly in I do not want to wait that not Corinna, not Rev. Martin
long.
I
want
to
be
President
Luther Kin g, neither. Rev.
Khrushchev insisted on the troika sys- that the conduct of foreign affairs could atively new concern and the from "cussin' our disabilities the sky at all. No Negroes in
de- Shuttleworth.
tem which would give the Russians a veto be returned to normal diplomatic chan- advantages it offers the Ne ro as a race" . . . and start "dis- the Air Force. Not then. Sup- now, because I wishes to MisGeorgia,
Alabama,
cree
Them men is cool already,
on the enforcement of the ban on atomic nels, with the President and the Secre- and white people of Memphis. cussing intelligibly" the basic Pose you wanted to give your
and Louisiana out of coo-oo-ol, c00000000l, Jack
tests, in the United Nations and in every tary of State anchored at the receiving Mr. Reed, a handsome, per- things that need to be done blood to the Red Cross. Uh_ sissippi,
Union.
the
cool! You be cool, too, Mr.
huh! No black blood accept-.
other international procedure and of his end in Washington.
sonable young man, with a to improve the situation.
ed. When they finally did, I wishes to give them States Kennedy. Don't go putting no
good education and evident Mr. Reed's gospel is a good
put it in black cans. And to the Devil, because it would ideas in my head about rungood sense, has gone about his one. His "Church", the Mutual they
just try to work in a War take fire and brimstone to ning for President. I just
job with energy and effective- Federal Savings and Loan AsPlant down South. What good straighten them out. I would might do it but now. I am
ness since coming here some sociation of Memphis ... Is a
save only the dogs d o wn Simple.
old days?
toin.
mr.
several months ago. The corn- good congregation to
Negro Race are not' asking or
oany saw to it that his arrival Reed is "opening the doors of
seeking
blood. We are only askwas announced with a -news- the church" . . the "church"
The hot weather is here, and with it as
The fire victims were not. treaspasseeand
h to piicturea.t
t
Mr. of
which
ing for Freedom that the
is athrift and self-help
h
usual come rumblings of racial conflicts. sing. The church out of Christian faith ortaepeedr orya
Emancipation Proclamation
has
that his
u
Naw
aycitizenship".to e salvation
And Chicago is always ready, eager even, and charity willingly offered them ternpromised in the year 1863 and
presence and work interest of first class
to play its self-assigned role in the tragic porary haven. The police should have are made
by which the U.S. Constitution
known through con- atmin, whatchubet!
drama of human inequality.
seen to it that the wishes of the Pastor
is supposed to guarantee ALL
The crowd of hoodlums that threat- of the Church were obeyed. And if they
citizens, Articles 13, 14 and 15.
ened to blow up a white church because didn't have enough officers to disperse
Would it be asking too much
it provided temporary shelter for some the mob, they should have called for
of Mr. Truman to take a trip to
92 Negro fire victims, mostly women and additional help.
just two of our southern states
rode into Alabama and Missis- (Mississippi and Alabama) and
children, supplied the evidence on the
Dear Editor:
The removal of the fire victims to a
city's basic commitment to white su- Negro church without even a single arrest
Mr. Harry S. Truman, ex- sippi as non-violent guests for converse with the Governors,
president of the United States equal opportunities as citizens the Klansmen and all the other
premacy.
being made, is by all manner of reasoning
made a statement about t h e of the "Land of the Free and race-hating inhabitants, inform
But this outburst of racialism is no a shameful, indefensible concession to
them that they are the ones
Freedom Riders and as I un- Home of the Brave."
accident, on the contrary it is quite in racial bigotry.
derstand it, he classified them
But now that the Negroes, who are exhibiting to the world
keeping with Chicago's twisted thinking
We see no difference between the atas outside agitators stirring-up along with many well-wishers the kind of,,democracY we have
and traditions. Any attempt to minimize titude of the Chicago patrolmen and that
trouble in the south.
of the White race, are seeking in the USA.
this wanton bigotry and hatred must be of the police officers in Anniston and BirSigned:
Thanks to our Ex-President, to bring an end to the country's
taken as an insult to our intelligence.
mingham, Alabama, where the Freedom
Alfred M. Fleming'
a solution to a "Racial worst evil. You, Mr. Truman,
he
has
Official apologists in high political Riders received no help whatever from
Evil" that has existed almost denounce their action and
Indiana ave.
8239
precincts are always quick to attribute the local law "enforcement" authorities.
brand them as agitators.
one-hundred (100) years.
Chicago 19, III,
overt anti-racial acts to a "small minority
AmeriNo doubt, there will be other mob
Every
peace-loving
HIS
of misguided teen-agers." But the mob scenes of this or more dispicable- charga
:1 processes can is aware of the unrest
l. O
S?dLetrr
rlyM
leN
that forced the Holy Cross Lutheran acter, for Chicago is in many respects just
throughout the world: T h e
2. Good will •
Church at 3118 S. Racine, to turn away as bad as Atlanta. There'll be no policePresident may find it necessary
3. Common sense
the Negro victims of a hotel fire, had men on the scene until after Negroes will
Perhaps Mr. Truman is to call on America's most loyal
right. I have always had the ut- citizen again — THE NEGRO.
sufficient number of adults for reason to have been beaten up or chased out of a
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI)
most confidence in his employ- I say most loyal because to my
have prevailed had they wanted to do so. nublic park or bathing beach.
ment of leadership, in so much knowledge, history has no rec- — Negro Air Force Veteran
What is shocking and inexcusable is
One reason that these indignities are
as I voted for him during his ord of any Negro who has died James H. Meredith, who is
the assistance given to the mob by police- heaped upon us. is that our elected pubtrying through the courts to
on the gallows for treason.
political career.
men who thought it their duty to side 1,c officials never go to bat for us on the
At one time, I believe many The boys who are now foiced become the first member of
with the hoodlums. It is patently clear issue of segregation and discrimination.
Negro citizens had a lot of ad- to ride back seats in Dixieland his race admitted to the Unithat the officers were not doing their They can always find an excuse or a conmiration for his Voiced Opin- buses may be the first to take v er s it y of Mississippi, said
duty. They were identifying themselves venient hole to crawl into whenver our
ion on the Civil Rights issue— the front lines for Police Ac- "Frreedom Rides" are "sensewith the disorderly crowd's morbid ra- people are molested or attacked. Thank
but now many of those same tion in some far off land—and if less."
Mali= and evil design.
God, there will be a day of reckoning!
Negroes are wondering if his they are blessed by God Al- "I truly believe that they
past issues were merely a po- mighty to return, in all possi- are doing more harm than
tion by God who knows.
litical motive rather than that bility it will be the back seat good by continuing the- rides
S
Hopes are bringing his chilof a sincere democratic think- again or face probable action by into Jackson," he said.
dren
together,
Police Department in Alabama
May God bless all your doings, shall lead them,
ing man,
UNWANTED RECORD
Good deeds and brother love This a holy battle not a sham. And cure all their woes.
am at a loss as to why Mr. or Mississippi.
you are showing.
has given you ardor of —
Truman didn't apply these I served rriy country well for STEPHENVILLE, Tex. —
Dear Jesus the only supreme'Jesus
Army
U.S.
(UPI) — Bed rolling as a colcharity to carry on His love.
principles during the Korean five years in the
•
The task you've chosen isn't Sing, sing is your - theme,
For transformation and enPolice Action Instead he sent during World War II, and my lege fad is ignored a tTarleton
easy,
State College. But nine stuthousands of American free- record will speak for itself.
But with God it is pleasing.. Our brothers whose eyes are lightenment,
/
2blind
dom-loving boys overseas for In the Army, we were train- dents recently rolled a 121
Which it works in each soul, —
So don't give up or weaken,
WANT— front-line duty. Thousands of ed to seek, attack and destroy; foot hula hoop about 100 miles mar
God is for you, there is no With worldly power, color For its own good and glory °TU.RETURN YOUR LOCK 0'HAIR:111,11.1104 ONE DO
for blood. to the Denton campus of North
sublime,
beaten.
and above.
...WREN YOU WERE A BRUNETTE—RED BEAD.. OR A BLONDE?'these Soys were Negroes. I be- in other words—go
lieve that some of these boys The Freedom Riders and the Texas State College.
Mary Miles
It is written, a little child You are picked from the na-
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with an order for a housing;
development in Maryland. Of- •
ficials project a sales volums.,
of $100 million by 1965, corn- 4
pared to $68.8 milliion in 1960.
The company's current assets are $32.3 million, more
By A. L. FOSTER
than thrice its reported liaBy LOU SHAINMARK
the impact of the 1960 reces- bilities. Recent prices of its f
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
(Wall Si. Editor)
sion, the economy of the coun- stock have ranged to 25; its •
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
try is now taking a breather. dividend last year was $1.00,
SCARE
STEEL
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
It is moving forward, but it is plus stock; the annual cash
The report that U. S. Steel
still in low gear. It should hit yield 4 per cent.
Corp. has withdrawn its pubI have
received an an- hopes to start construction behigh in the last quarter.
lished mill base price on renouncement which proves most fore the end of the year. The
TIME TO BUY
inforcing steel bars sent a
blackboard eraser, ,
thrilling. It reads: "The Ex- Land Clearance Board
has
In the past few months, this A clean
shiver through Wall St. since
carried in the glove comportecutive Committee of the 1961 listed the project as 6-D. It is
repeatedly warnhas
column
it implied the steel giant was
ment of the car, makes a handy
Million Dollar Round Table of to be hoped that other groups
stock prices were getcutting prices. Reports of price ed that
gadget for cleaning steamed
the National Association of will make plans to take adof hand and urged its
out
ting
items
windows.
reductions in other steel
Life Underwriters takes pleas- vantage of these wonderful
readers to be patient and hold
-have also filtered in. The price
ure in announcing that CI- opportunities
off buying. In the past few
foreign
imto
cutting is laid
•
RILO A. McSWEEN has again
have
declinweeks, quotations
Sivart, Inc. the recently
ports as well as to competition
completed all the requireed. There are many reasons
'organized business headed by
domestically.
melds to be certified as ai
disaptaking,
Profit
it.
for
Dempsey J. Travis will soon
The narrow market was eviqualifying and life member."
pointing fiscal reports for the
occupy the east half of the old
in
decline
slight
the
in
denced
Cirilo A. McSween, a Negro,
first quarter of the year, and
Morris Eat Shoppe, 412 E.
steel production in June. Fura native of Panama. He is
the general pyschology of fear
47th. LeRoy Wirnbish will suthis
expected
are
declines
her
a young man. It is a
induced by communist succesdistinc-ipervise extensive remodelling
facwhen
automobile
summer
tion to be a member of the
ses in Cuba and Laos. But
and Ruth West of Horders will
earlier
down
shut
tories
will
Million Dollar Round Table
now — while prices are lower,
design the furnishings as she
than usual because of earlier
McSween is a member of the
is the time to buy. Consult
did for the new Travis offices
for
up
tooling
for
schedules
Round Table,
your broker on stocks in It seemed like a God-given
a few months ago. Travis real
1962
models.
In answer to the question,
which you may be interested. opportunity to this young
estate firm is managing the
Topping off these discourag"What is the Million Dollar
over deal with Charles C Diggs. sr.. presiAfrican-6 years of expenseseven-story loft building oc- KEY FIGURES in the big villa, talk
LOWDOWN
COMPANY
forthcoming
the
is
ing
reports
beSound Table?" I quote from
H. Austin. (center) dent of DMM. Diggs will
paid education in Russia, with
cupied by the Alhambra Club insurance firm merger of Richard
the
Corporation,
Fedders'
under
steel
to
workers
raise
its recently published broDetroit Metropolitan Mutual now a director of DMM. Left come vice president and a
a free trip home every year!
1321 S. Michigan.
of
producer
largest
fall.
country's
this
contract
union
the
enlarged
chure: "The MDRT is one of
Assurance company and is J. E. Hankins, president director of the
But read his own story of
William
Jones,
Liberian Mammoth Life and Accident of Mammoth Life: right is
Nevertheless, insiders con- room air conditioners, has
the most exclusive 'clubs'
Mammoth organisation.
in iConnsul announces Liberian Insurance company of Louistinue bullish on the steel in- launched the biggest advertis- how he felt when a Russian
the world. But — contrary th
nepd
dustry. Most of the steel com- ing campaign in its history. shouted,"You're a black monits name — it isn't maci
panies have introduced auto- Long range weather forecasts key, not a human being" . . .
of millionaires, nor of medie- July 28
mation machinery resulting in forsee above average tempera-, how Negro students are segval knights of the Round
substantial savings in labor lures this summer. This is regated ... tricked into being
Table. It consists of the top G"
s,S director otetroit,
RicD
Bd JIoNnEeS
"
har
costs. While a decade ago, the good for Fedders. But even if propaganda stooges for comechelon of life insurance public relations, advertising
steel industry had to operate these predictions prove inac- munism . . . and how happy
agents in the world." So we and personnel for Victory
at more than 70 per cent capa- curate, Fedders still anticipates he now is to be a student at
first learn that only insurance Life Insurance company, made
city to break even, it can now earnings of 51.80 a share this Washington State.
agents are eligible for mem- a recent tour of company
come out with a profit if it year. It sells to more than 50
bership in the MDRT. Mc- branches in Indianapolis, CinDon't miss this revealing
50 per cent per cent of the apartment marSeen is a life insurance agent. cinnati, Dayton, Cleveland, DETROIT — Charles C. tin, now a director of DMM, the 180 DMM employees will produced only at
article in July Reader's Digest
ket.
capacity.
PURPOSE
personnel
combined
the
Detroit and Washington, D. Diggs, Sr., president of Detroit will become a director of Mam- make
After a good push in the The company recently has —now on sale!
.In answering the questions: C. Jones is also assistant to the Metropolitan Mutual Assur- moth.
complement 680 employees.
past few months to shake off moved into the central air
What was the origin and what president and executive vice
conditoning and heating field
E. Han- Other workers and top offi- As a result of the merger,
site the purposes of MDRT? president in charge of admin- ance Company, and J.
dividends to be received by
w'e again quote from the bro- istrative operations. He had kins, president of Mammoth cials who will continue to serve
policyholders of DMM could
chure: "In 1927 three dozen previously visited offices in Life and Accident Insurance the policyholders in the Dewell exceed $1 million, it is resuccessful sales agents who Milwaukee. He reports good Company of Louisville, have troit Division .include Carter ported.
no one should Commit...
had been meeting informally business everywhere.
announced that the directors Jones, Livingston Holder, MilDon't get in mother's hair this summer. Spend 2 hours
in
organized
was
Don't be careless about perspiration
Mammoth
at meetings of the National
Charles Crook has been ap- of the two firms have agreed dred Johnson, A. Roscoe Tyler Louisville in 1915 and operates odor—you may offend without knoweach day, 10 A.M. to 12 noon, in our teen-age typeof Life Underwriteffecextra
the
Nix,
pointed to a special funeral on the terms of a merger, ef-,Felix R. Matlock, Thomas principally in Kentucky, Il- ing! So change to
writing class.
decided to organize themtive cream deodorant. Nix keeps odor
directing and embalming com- fective about July 1.
Cleveland, Clarence Carter and linois, Indiaina, Michigan, Mis- away 24 hours a day. Safe, gentle,
selves 'around a table' to exTUITION—S4.50 WEEKLY
mittee by Atty. William Sylmost—
and
Save
Tennessee
Ohio,
souri,
jar.
won't dry ou: in the
Diggs will become vice pres- others.
change technical information,
vester White to giive special ident and a director of the The combined assets of the Ohio. DMM, headed by Diggs, buy large jars of Nix.
CLASS BEGINS JULY 10, 1961
keep up-to-date with insurexaminations. White is director enlarged Mammoth organiza- two corporations are reported began business in 1942, and opAl, Condition•ci Clostroonis
ance development around the
of the Illinois Department of tion and be in charge of the to be a little under $15 million. erated chiefly in Michigan.
You know
country and gain continued
Registration a n d Education, Detroit Metropolitan Mutual Total annual premium income The combined companies are
you're safe
inspiration."
topoa0;.1
He recently addressed the fu$5 and expected to give the policywith NIX '
Its purposes are to "support neral home owners association. division. Key personnel of the will amount to almost
Lab maim...
broader
and
stronger
DO 3-3700
holders
added
When
million.
one-half
309 E GARFIELD BLVD.
Detroit organization will be
the highest principles of the
Mean*Effective Creem Deodoreet
superinten- kept intact. Richard H Aus- to the personnel of Mammoth, protection.
life insurance profession and Louis T. Farina,
to acquaint the public with dent of the Bureau of Parking,
its services; maintain and im- attended a recent meeting of
prove the professional stand- the 47th Street Area Unit of
ards of life insurance agents; the Cosmopolitan Chamber of
study all available data to to discuss parking problems.
accomproperly interpret life insur- Following the meeting,
he
ance for family, personal and panied by Albert Pollyea,
*nspected parking facilities in
business use."
The Round Table has grown the community.
from 36 to nearly 3000 mem- Also present at the meeting
bers representing 200 life in- was "Smiling" Al Jacobs who
surance companies in the 50 's interested in the Chamber's
states, District of Columbia, redevelopment plans.
Puerto Rico, Canada, Cuba, DISCUSS PLANS
Germany, Mexic o, Panama, A Chamber committee disouth Africa and Venezeula. caused the plans with Clifford
And now, more important Campbell, Deputy Commisthan anything else, what are sioner, and George Nollett of
require- the staff of the Planning
membership
the
ments? Why it is such a dis- Board. Campbell revealed that
tinction for McSween to qual_ $1 and one-half million will
ifY as a member of MDRT? be spent to thoroughly analyze
"High standards of character Chicag o' s
redevelopment
The telephone system of the future will
and performance have estab- needs. T h e Cosmopolitan
lished membership in the Chamber will assume leaderbe almost human! Imagine, if you will,
Round Table as one of the ship in executing redevelopa telephone system that will let you:
most coveted honors to be at- ment plans on business tho... go visiting and have your telephone
tained by a life insurance a- roughfares including 43rd, 47th
gent."
51st and 63rd.
calls automatically transferred to
requirements?
Sp eci fi c
Calvin Smith, who operates
wherever you are
National
"Membership in the
Cal-Mar drug store at 4558 S.
only two figures to reach phone
dial
Underwrit...
Association of Life
Parkway, and is a deputy coro.
ers or the foreign equivalent; ner, is representing Aid. Clau
numbers you call frequently
high ethical standards; sell- ner, is representing Ald.
... have calls to your phone routed autoing a minimum of $1,000,000 Claude W. B. Holman on the
matically to another phone when
a
within
of new life insurance
Committee on Municipal Afyour line is busy
calendar year."
fairs of the Cosmopolitan
ONE YEAR ONLY
He recently acceptChamber.
This telephone system of tomorrow is beMembership is granted for ed the secretaryship of the
ing tested right now by a group of cusnie year only. To maintain committee.
membership, a
continuous
tomers in Morris, Illinois. The world's
Smith finished the Univermember must apply and qualElectronic Central Office, created
first
sity of Illinois School of Phar_
ify each year. This is Mcdeveloped by Bell Telephone Laborain 1930 and got his start
and
macy
qualto
year
second
Sween's
with Walgreen where he had
tories, is a highly complex system that
ify. What a man! What a salesseventeen years experienc
has logic and memory. One component
man! I salute Cirilo A. McSpringfield,
He was born in
Sween. I also pledge to him
the "memory" equipment is shown
of
Ohio.
as chairman of the Provident
being inspected by a telephone engineer.
presivice
Bookman,
coHarry
full
the
campaign
Hospital
It will be a while before the Electronic
operation of the Cosmopolitan dent of Commerce Insurance
ClifCentral Office is in regular use. A proChamber in the solicitation of Company, was guest of
refinancial support for that ton Scott at th Chamber's
duction model is scheduled to go into
cent party. Scott, an employee
worthy institution.
in 1965, and from then on the
operation
of commerce, is executive
SALUTES THOMPSON
Chamber.
Central Office will gradually
the
of
Electronic
president
Thompvice
Charles
salute
also0.
Miller.
0.
of
present system to meet the
firm
the
funeral
and
replace
The
pharmacist
son,
Morris, former YMCA execu-IMajor and Ockleberry now opneeds of telephone growth.
tive. Thompson is president MI crates four funeral parlors.
The Electronic Central Office is anthe American Economic Le- 730 E. 63rd (central headquarother example of the Bell System's con72nd
conE.
1400
sponsoring
79th.
E.
1010
ters.
is
which
ague
tinuing search for new ways to serve you
struction of a nine-story, 48 and 3338 W. 139th in Robbins.
unit, owner-occupied co-op Ockleberry is handling public
better.
housing project under the relations and advertising.
land clearance program. Mor- The Cosmopolitan Chamber
Tours of the Electronic Central
ris is the coordinator and re- of Commerce salutes Joseph
Office can be arranged by writing:
search analyst. During the Henry Thomas, Lloyd French
past two years, he has studied and Earl Jo ye e of Golden
Business Office, Illinois Bell
e
co-op housing in California, State Mutual Life Insurance
.
deer An
e,
Telephone Company, 210 East
Toledo, Cincinnati and New company, chamber member,
S.*
0
Jefferson, Morris,I11.; or
for receiving from Ernest
York.
the Shell, CLP, assistant agency
Thompson organized
phoning: Area Code 815,
American Economic League 10 officer, certificates showing
WI!2-0985 (collect).
years ago and in 1953 built a completion of the CAP district
pilot management course. The comsix-family co-op as a
project. The League has en- pany is seeking qualified per
ILLINOIS
gaged in other successful ven- sonnet.
tures. On the planning com- F. T. Lane, writing from Athis
r*
BE
mittee for this new venture lanta where he celebrated
are the wives of Thompson 45 veers of graduation wrote:
—
E.
south
"greetings from the
and Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Crute, Alice Hedgeman, J. old times. old places, old
Mrs.
friends, and old faces." Lane
B. Beckman and son,
Charles Woodward, A. G. Bar- finished Morehouse in 1916
nett, Mr. and Mrs. William Ha!
Brown. Atty L. P. Watson,
Alice Diffay. Mrs. Helen GraRUSTPROOF
ham. Ineze Jackson and Carl
NEW YORK (UPI) — Pack a
Weathers.
soda with the
I have seen the architect's box of baking
The compound is
plans and they are marvelous. fishing gear.
detergent. Fishrooks
Four room apartments will a rust
a cork in a box or jar
have one-bedroom and 6-room stuck in
soda won't rust.
three bedrooms. The group of dry
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
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"Oh, you know how it is with wedding presents—
everybody gives you the mune thing!"

IN A BUSY SUBURBAN bank, a mean looking hombre
silently slid a note to the paying teller which read, "Put
every dollar in your cage into a bag and don't open your
mouth or I'll shoot." The
teller obediently slid back
the bag of money with a
note of his own, which
read, "Straighten your
necktie, Sloppy. Your
picture is being taken."
• • •
Farmer Stymn came to
town with a wagon load of
corn, and paused on the
way home for a few beers
at the Lion Tavern. "How
much beer do you sell a
week?" he Raked the bartender. "About fifty kegs,'
estimated the bartender.
"I'll tell you an eaag way to sell a hundred," said Fanner Styron
grumpily. "Fill the glaimes."
•
• •
J. J. Cahill, New South Wales potentate, was trying to explain
to a University of Wisconsin audience the difference In pronunciation of everyday words in Australia and the U.S.A. "Let me
give one stnall example," suggested Cahill. "In your country. a
bison la an animal. In my country, we wash our hands in IL*
1981. by Bensiett Celt Distributed by King Ireatiares SysdleMs
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"That mystery play is a re-run—the butler did it."
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Dear Mme. Chante: I have divorcee, 40 years old, have a
read your column and think son 8 years old. Desire a good
it is wonderful. Truly hope I Christian man between 38 and
can find a lonely lady through 50—race does not matter. I am
your column. Would like to considered nice looking, 5 feet
find a lady between 30 and 3 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs.,
36 years old and weighing not brown skin. Will answer all
more than 140 lbs., brown or mail. Mary Dove, 1120 Corlight brown skin. She must nell ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
be willing to settle down. I
•••
am brown skin, 5 feet, 6
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
have
lbs,
190
weigh
inches tall,
a good job. Hope the person like to correspond with a genI find has a daughter for I tleman who is in the Armed
have a 16 year old daughter. Services—bewteen the ages of
Please send photo in first let- 37 and 47 years old and in
ter. Scipio Patterson, 5890 good health. Will give details
Cates ave., St. Louis 12, Mo. of myself in reply. Please send
photo in first letter. A. Hill,
es.
co J. Brown, 1345 E. MarYou
e:
Chant
Mme.
Dear
quette rd., Chicago 37, Ill.
have helped many lonely peo•••
ple and I hope you can help
me because I am a lonely Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
man. I am 35, 6 feet, 3 inches regular reader of the Defendtall, 195 lbs., black hair, blue er. Would like to correspond
eyes and single. Looking for with gentleman between 30
a wife. She must be between and 45. I am 37, member of
18 and 35, color doesn't mat- the Holiness faith, seeking a
ter. Please send photo in first true companion. I am 5 feet, 5
letter. If there is anyone truly inches tall, 110 lbs., light
sincere, please let me hear brown skin. Mrs. Brownie
from you and we will learn Daniels, Rt. 3, Box 4, Clayton,
more about one another. Wil- Ala.
liam Robinson, 3134 S. Indiana
ave., Chicago 16. III.
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AESE SCENES FROM AN 'Et: VAIN DoN'I
HELP OUP BATTLE FOR BEER LAVING/
QUARIERSILEDS STRAIGHTEN UPI

Airports Heart Of Safety
Problem On Landing. Takeoff

NEW YORK, N. Y. — Are of the national scandal of our
American airports really death jammed-up airports.
"There is not a single comtraps?
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
They are the heart of the mercial airport in the U.S.
lonely divorcee, have traveled C•
air safety problem, says the that is completely adequate to
quite a bit and am interested
July issue of Coronet Maga- handle jets tinder all condiBIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The — refusing to move and inter- sued for $3 million in five vent Birmingham P.lice Corn- in meeting a lonely servicezine. About 60 per cent of all tions," the article reports a
Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth of fering with an officer.
libel suits by Montgomery and missioner Eugene "Bull" Con- man who has also traveled. He Illinois' over 400 sites where
airplane accidents take place veteran TWA pilot as saying
of
ages
the
be
must
betwen
Birmingham is a likely cantrailers can be parked make in the airport area: 40 per in 1960.
state officials. This results nor from sending detectives
APPEALS CASE
30 and 40. I am in my early
didate for the title of the most
from an ad on which their to civil rights meetings in 30's and have one child. He it easy to combine the fun of cent on landing; 20 per cent on
Only six air facilities in the
jailed leader in the civil rights It was after the trial of the
travel and camping with the take-off.
entire country have two-way
two latter charges that City names appeared in the New Birmingham; he along with may have one or two chilmovement.
Dr. the other defendants has filed dren. Lillie Lewis, P.O. Box comforts of home. Carol Lane, The article quotes the presi- instrument landing systems, so
At the moment, he is under Recorder Conway gave him York Time s, defending
women's travel editor of Shell dent of the Air Lines Pilots that, in effect, in most of our
a counter suit to the libel 9074, Montgomery 8, Ala.
when
jr.,
King,
Luther
Martin
for
24-hour
consentence
the
conviction in six separate
Oil Company, says families Association, Clarence N. Say- airports, pilots may have to
suits; and he is a party to a
in
he
under
indictment
was
•
him
•
and
•
under
placed
tempt
cases for challenging segregacan give their vacation trips en, as testifying, "No single land at high speeds without
suit asking the Federal
new
Alabama.
the
keep
peace
to
$5000
bond
tion in Birmingham. In addinew lift in a family-size category of preventable acci- proper instrument controls.
Dear Mme. Chant e: I am
Trials of two of the libel Court to nullify local segre- asking your kind and open- trailer.
tion, he is under a $5000 peace for a year. He is appealing
dents has caused so much loss As partial solutions to the
gation ordinances pertaining to
judgwith
are
suits
complete,
and
convicbond
the
peace
the
appealing,
is
bond which he
hearted consideration for help For a family of four, an of life as the continued lack problem, Coronet suggests
bus stations.
each,
in
$500.000
of
tions.
ments
in
charge
he faces another
On the credit side of the in seeking a wife between 25 adequate trailer, 20 to 22 feet of landing aids and airport that immediate steps be taken
Montgomery scheduled for The charge he faces in Mont- Shuttlesworth is a plaintiff
to provide more airports built.
ledger, the Birmingham lead- and 35 years of age, weigh- long, rents for about $75 a safety standards."
segsuits
civil
challenging
of
in
breach
peace
a
gomery
on
is
children
his
and
July,
in
trial
Coronet points to the colli- farther from cities, greatly imCr has chalked up some court ing between 110 and 130 lbs., week. "When you are ready to
in
Birmingham
along
the
regation
for
attempting,
charge
defor
conviction
under
are
equipment
victories: A 18-day sentence 5 feet to 5 feet 5 inches tall, Wile down for the night, pull sion of a United Air Lines moved electronic
fying bus segregation in Gads- with other civil rights leaders, school s, the Birmingham
nice looking and with a busiDC-8 jet and a Trans World *CO aefe, ad:Weather instruto integrate the Traihvays bus parks, and the Birmingham and $100 fine on a charge of ness mind. I am 5 feet 8, 140 off the road and turn in. but Airlines Super Constellation ment landing and take-off, and
den.
giving false information to
be sure to get the owner's
take off
That makes nine criminal station there during the Free- airport restaurant,
police was thrown out in Cir- lbs., brown skin. Lee Thomas, permission If your are on pri- over New York City last De- planes that land and
sued
Rides.
has
the
dom
He
Greyhound
4751 Forrestville, Chicago 15,
documentation in less space.
cases pending for the family.
as
16th
cember
the
Court,
when
cuit
prosecutpreparbe
and
vate property,
Besides that, Shuttlesworth In the civil courts, Shuttles- Bus company for $9 million ing witness failed to show up.
ed to pay something for the
•••
is involved in 12 civil court worth, along with three other damage for the arrest of his And the Alabama Christian
use of the land," says Miss
/actions; in five of them he is Alabama ministers, is being children; he has sued to pre- Movement for Human Rights Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Lane.
he
a defendant and in seven
has won its suits challenging
••
"If you have a self-containis the plaintiff. This makes a
segregation on Birmingcamp
trailer, you can
ed
cases,
total of 21 active court
ham buses and in the city's
wherever you find a place. If
civil and criminal, in which
terminal railroad station.
your trailer is not completely
he is involved.
Shuttlesworth reports that
self-sufficient, you may preAnd this does not count two Almost one-third of all GI Meanwhile, the VA has paid segregation signs are now
fer a trailer park or national
civil cases and one criminal Bill home loans to Illinois vet- out only $13,000,000 in claimst downin the terminal station
or state park or forest, where
case which he's won in the erans guaranteed by the Vet- resulting from 2,461 defaults and, since the "Freedom
you'll find toilets, showers,
last year. Also uncounted is a erans Administratiln since the in this state. The manager ad- Rides," in the Greyhound stalaundry facilities and fresh
contempt sentence which he
this
that
of
ded
$13,000,most
tion.
launched
in
program
was
water. There are more than
has already served. Birming000 will be recovered when But perhaps the greatest
ham Court Recorder Conway June 1944, have been repaid sale of foreclosed property is victory in Birmingham is that How can you help someone 2,000 such areas in the United
a States."
fined $10 and and sent him to in full, John B. Naser. mana- completed.
of Shuttlesworth's who seems to be having
be
jail for 24 hours for contempt ger of the VA Regional Of- The repayment rate has con- leadership the Negroes of this heart attack if you are the only
on June 2 when he refused to fice in Chicago, said.
tinued high in the direct loan city are now more united than person on hand?
promise not to break any seg- Illinois veterans have ob- area as well. Direct loans tot- ever before and are determined
The first and most imporregation laws for the next tained 223,613 home loans with aling $57,286,810 have been to continue their struggle to tant thing to do in case of Heads
year.
a face value of $2,087,753,941, made by the VA Office in win first-class citizenship. At heart attack is to call a doctor,
WANTED FREEDOM
Naser explained. Of these, 86,- Chicago to 7,432 veterans, a recent anniversary celebra- at once, says the Chicago Heart
"Sometimes I have a hard 915 loans, with an original val- mostly in downstate rural area tion of the Alabama Christian Association.
time keeping up with all of ue of $569,637,7f.10, have been where financing is not ob- Movement, they voted full You should also help the
I
them myself," Shuttlesworth paid in full.
patient take a position most
tainable from the local bank. support for Shuttlesworth.
YORK — Horace Y.
NEW
AA gays of all his various litigacomfortable for him (usually
Bassett, chairman of the Board.
W tons. "You k n o w, I didn't
half way between lying and
Calumet & Recta, Inc., has acreally
sitting), loosen tight clothing
the chairmanship of the
in
and see that he does not be- cepted
somntliec717 Itojusgtetwai:tvcitiovVe
and Metal Products Difree"
come chilled. Do not attempt Metals
National Fund for A GROUP OF outstanding trip and shown above standShuttlesworth's battles in
to carry or lift him or give him vision of the
Education, S. Sloan salesmen of Hiram Walker ing on the front steps of the
the courts have now been
anything to drink without the Medical
historic offices of the firm
Colt, president of the Fund, an- Distributing company, Chigoing on for five years—since
doctor's advice.
are, left to right Irving
cago, who won honors in the
1956 when he organized the
In a leaflet entitled "Heart nounced.
sales manager of HiAlabama Christian Movement
BY CLAIRE COX
new handbook for the clergy "Television has suffered Attack" the symptoms of heart The National Fund for Medi- firm's sales contest on Ca- Polon,
ram Walker Distributing,
for Human Rights to fill the NEW Y OR K—(UPI)—The on "Religious Television — from this predilection for gad- attacks are listed and an ex- cal Education is spearheading a nadian Club, made a two'breach when the NAACP was church may lose the decisive What To Do and How," pub- getry. It has been promoted planation given of how athero- nation-wide appeal to raise $10 day visit to the Walkerville Chicago; Everett White, Jack
Musick, vice president and
Walker
outlawed in Alabama.
struggle for the soul of mod- lished by Harper & Brothers. enthusiastically by means of sclerosis, the condition respon- million each year for the coun- Distillery of Hiram
manager, Hiram WalkHe has recently accepted a ern man unless clergymen at- RADICAL CHANGE
promises that it will perform sible for most heart attacks, try's 85 accredited medical and Sons Limited in Canada. sales
Among those making the er. Inc., and Boysie Brown.
tall from Revelation Baptist tempt to master the mass com- "What is needed," Parker in be
of organizational develop. The leaflet also de- schools.
church in Cincinnati in order munication medium of tele- says, "is a radical change in self-interest. We are told it scribes the chest pain known Mounting deficits, brought
to meet the economic needs vision, a noted Protestant our point of view about the will prick the conscience of as angina pectoris.
about by increased demands for
of his large family, but at the clergyman warns.
Most patients are able to health services and expanded
fUnction of television in re- the lagging churchgoer. It wil
request of Birmingham Ne- The Rev. Dr. Everett C. lation to religion, for televi- return religion to the Ameni continue with their usual job teaching curricula, make it negroes he has agreed to keep Parker, director of communi- sion has fallen victim to two can home. It will raise money. once they have recovered from cessary for the schools to relitS residence there and will cations for the United Church peculiarly American and Prot- It will sell 'religion in Ameni a heart attack. The Heart
ceive additional annual private
continue to give active leader- of Christ and vice-chairman estant beliefs that inevitably can life' as slickly as it sells Association advises them to:
support from industry and the
M- ilo to the movement there. of the Broadcasting and Film make it the handmaiden of in- cigarettes. It will make pas
I. Follow their doctor's ad- general public.
Regardless of the medical
NEW YORK — Following
He will also continue his Commission of the National stitutional objectives."
toral calls on shut-ins. It wil vice,
opCalling medical education a close on the heels of the re- men, religious groups who
leadership in two Southwide Council of Churches, says that These, he calls beliefs in encourage a general attitude 2. Keep weight down,
con- pose birth control are not excivil rights organizations — Christian and Jewish religious "salvation of joinin g" and of acceptance of religion on 3. Eat four small meals, vital-national asset, Bassett said cently developed birth
recephe felt the Metal Industry trol pill for women, a similar pected to be anymore
the Southern Christian Lead- leaders must stop limiting "salvation by gadget."
daily,
the part of the public."
tive to male birth control pills
ership Conference and the their pastorates to their own "One achieves 'togetherness' Parker said he hoped the 4. Get plenty of rest and should carry a greater portion oral contraceptive for men is
female
of the load.
now in the final stages of ex- than they were to the
W Southern Conference Educa- congregations.
and fulfillment, one is told, by churches would take serious take moderate exercise,
oral contraceptives.
perimentation.
tional Fund.
They must penetrate not being identified with some at- ly a recommendation by a 5. Avoid over-exertion and In 1960, the Fund awarded
Speaking of the current exHis current six criminal con- only communities but the en- tractive and powerful group study commission of the Na over-excitement.
grants of just over $3 million to The July issue of Coronet
reveals that groups periments, a spokesman for
victions add up to total sen- tire culture, he believes.
that can handle life with a tional Council of Churches "Heart Attack" is available the medical schools, bringing Magazine
country are the Catholic church told Corotences of 810 days in jail (over Parke r, writing from 20 flourish," Parker adds.
that they "take a new look' without cost. Write Chicago to just over $25 million, the of men across the
pigs this sum- net: "Any member of the
two years )and $1400 in fines. years experience in radio and TV SUFFERS
at their mass-communications Heart Association, 22 W. Mad- total awarded since 1951, when acting as guinea
employs a
mer, taking an odorless, taste- Catholic faith who
Two of the convictions have television, is the author of a As for gadgetry, he gays:
the first grants were made.
ministries.
ison st., Chicago 2.
in pill form or any
chemical,
tablet.
aspirin-sized
less
recently been upheld by the
of.
Already, in preliminary other form, for the purpose
Alabama Supreme Cour t;
would
sttudies, the pill, taken daily, preventing conception
these were a 90-day sentence
an immoral
YOU'RE GONNA
has: 1. halted dramatically the be committing
and $100 fine on a conspiracy
production of sperm cells in act."
BACK UP,e
charge growing out of the first
the male sex organs; 2. had no
challenge to Birmingham bus
serious side effects; 3. allowed
segregation in 1958 and a 180full recovery of fertility withday sentence and $100 fine on
in roughly 100 days after disanother conspiracy charge
wooden utensils
continuance of doss g e; 4. Plastic and
during the 1960 sit-in campromised to be considerably of types approved for highpaign In Birmingham.
cheaper than contraceptive temperature washing may be
During the recent "Freedom
pills for women.
..Ride" crisis in Birmingham
safely washed in the new
The greater reproductive
.Shuttlesworth was arrested on
home dishwashers, say Kitexpotential of the male helps
four charges in two weeks. He
henAid home economists.
inare
plain why scientists
received 90-day sentences and
terested in perfecting a male To be sure of your plastic
$500 f ines on two separate
pill, says Coronet. even though dishes, test-wash a single plea
conspiracy charges, and he was
a successful female pill was first, or write the manttfae
sentenced to 180 days and
placed on the market last fall. tuner.
$100 fines on two other charges
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In response to scores of in- ped off in Dallas for Georgia
quiries as to this column and Bell to pick up additional bags
recent social news of note, we to replace those used during
wish to extend the apologies her stay here with the Cashes
of the management for the for the recent Walker Wedmechanical difficulties which ding. Gus bought a new air .
have diverted the flow of re- conditioned car to make the
cent happenings . . . particul- trip a comfortable one.
MORE MEANDERING . . .
arly the remainder of the story
of the recent Walker-S ha w Katheryn Perry Thomas spent
wedding and the scores of a gala week in Cleveland,
beautiful parties which feted Ohio where she attended the
the young couple. This has brilliant wedding of Alma and
transpired not without the per- Sam Langf or d's beautiful
sonal anguish of your scribe, daughter, Rosina, who w as
who had dutifully submitted married to a suave New Jersuch news to the very best of sey doctor. Next week's edimy personal interest and abili- tion will carry this story.
AT HALLS OF IVY . . .
ty. We regret the interruption
and hope that this interlude soaking up new knowledge are
WITH PARENTS at recep- Country Club. Here newly- Cash, Mrs. Gene Alexander
and its attendant results will Marion H. Pride at the U.
tion — Following the wed- weds, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Washburn and Mr. Washof Chicago, who expects her
no longer prevail.
ding. Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Alexander Washburn a r• burn, and the groom's parTYPEWRITER MUSINGS Masters degree this summer
C •s h, the bride's parents, seen with their parents. Left ents, Mrs. Bessie Washburn
... Our Town's Robert H. Lee, . . . Cora I. Reed at the U.
were hosts at a wedding re- to right are Mr. Cash: Mrs. and Sylvester Washburn, IT.
Southern University's famed of Cincinnati . . . Gladys M.
ception held at L a ke v ie w
athletic mentor has been nam- Green at Georgetown Unied NAIA's Coach of the Year versity in Washington, D. C.,
Gwendolyn Boykin of Alaba- dinner on Thursday, June 22, ciety and Sigma Rho Sigma
. . . will be feted with a testi- . . . Marie Bradford at Boston
ma; Miss Minerva Johnican held at the home of Mr. and Social Science Honorary Framonial dinner in Baton Rouge U., who also expects her mastand Mrs. Hollye Shotwell. Mrs. Beacham on Quinn ave. ternity and served as a Union July 14th . .. and we're in- ers degree . . . Faye Gentry at
Wedding cake, frappe and Later on the same day, Miss
deed proud of this wonderful the U. of Nebraska . . . Ann
She is also
champagne punch was served at Clara Ann 'Twigg complimented versity Counsellor.
guy and his lovely wife who is Carnes Harris at Atlanta U.
Who in Amen the beautifully decorated re- the bride with a guest towel listedin
.. Who's
the former Miss Jim Etta Lee. . . . Gloria Clark at Columbia
can Colleges.
ception.
shower held at her home at
And . . . while on the Lee U. in NYC . . . and disMr. Washburn was graduated
1766 South Parkway East.
PRE-WEDDING PARTIES
Family, Robert's erudite sister, pensing knowledge as she does
from Morehouse College and
The popular young couple
Dr. Marjorie L. Brown,e North each summer at Florida A. &
Miss Cash entertained her holds membership in Alpha PJsi
were feted by several parties bridal party at the home of her
Carolina University's chairman M. University, BTWs Miss
a mei
.
Alpha fraternity. He is
and showers which highlight- brother, H. D. Cash in La
Lake- ber of the faculty of Lest
of the Mathematics department, Rosa Robinson is among the
ed the week of the wedding. view Gardens; and a bachelor's elementary school.
has been cited as one of the 31 persons representing 25
•
Mr. and Mrs. Ben VanPelt of party was given in honor of the
country 's 44 outstanding school systems on the summer
Manassas'
1854 South Parkway East com- groom at Tony's Inn. A rePH.D's. They are the son and faculty . . . and
plimented the bride and groom hearsal dinner was given by
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Law- principal Louis B. Hobson enat a cocktail party on Tues- the groom at his home at 393
rence Lee of 1106 Mississippi sconced his children in a St.
Louis camp before going to
day night, June 20. On Wed- Lucy.
blvd.
Mich.
nesday, June 21, Miss Alva The new Mr. and Mrs. WashBACK HOME . . . after a U. of
THE MEMPHIS RED CAR- MR. AND MRS. Gene Alexwedding at the chancel of the Rev. A. McEwen Wil- Jamison, Miss Jacqueline Wash- burn are at home at 1862 Kelthectic trip to Roanoke, Va., to
has been refurbished for, ander Washburn are seen St. John Baptist church liams last Sunday, June 25. burn and Miss Minerva Johnic- ner Circle, Aprt. 6. The bride
the bedside of her father well- PET
of Cleve- immediately following their where they were married by
n gave a lingerie shower for is a member of Alpha Kappa
known T. J. Johnson who the Bob Hemingways
he bride-to-be at the home of Alpha Sorority and was Voted
underwent emergency surgery land, Ohio. Bob, a former
a Cleveland
Bishop and Mrs. C. H. Mason. Miss Brain at the University
there while en route to Wash- Memphian is
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1365 Thomas
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The People
Speak
For African
The African for the African
at home and abroad should
transcend all boundary lines
and bet-time a rallying cry for
black men and women on each
continent and on every side of
the seven seas. All black men
and women who have sprung
from the loins of Africa shoulk
make common cause against t
race and color line. Every st.,
regated wall the Afro-Amei
can smashes in Alabama ui
elsewhere in America today
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES extreme right is the mother uated from Douglas high
will make life more liveable
B. HYMAN are seen im- of the bride. Mrs. Nance V. school in June 1960. Hyman,
when the black visitor from
mediately after they had ex- Thornton. The bride's father, a graduate from Gaoler high
Nigeria, Ghana. or Timbuctoo
changed wedding vows be- Mr. Arthur Thornton is de- school in 1951, is employed
travels in this land. Likewise,
fore Elder C. H. Harris of ceased. T h • bridegroom's at John Gaston hospital. He
the black American of the
the First Church of God. father is Alex Hyman of is a member of Hunter Avnorth or the south will walk
2112 Princeton av ., recent- 2155 Lyon ave. Mrs. Thorn- enue Baptist church. The
with dignity in Rhodesia, Kenly. At the right of the ton lives at 2104 Lyon ave. newlyweds have ,stablished
ya, Union of South Africa or
bridgegroom is his mother, The bride, the former Miss residence at 2293 Shasta
Angola only when the black
Mrs. Cleopatra Hyman. At Josie Dell Thornton, grad- ave.
African shall have smashed beyond possibility of repair, all CASH - WASHBURN BRID- Shirlee Finnie, Miss Alva Walker of Atlanta. Ga., and neth Cole, Sylvester Washbarriers based on race and AL party — Following their Jamison, Miss Clara Ann Mrs. Frances Collins. Back burn, jr.. Benjamin Jackson,
color.
wedding of Sunday. June Twigg, Mr. Oswalt Cash, Sr., row, left to right are grooms- Lewis H. Twigg, jr., Logan
No matter w hat climate, 25. at St. John Baptist the bride's father; flower men Norman Rawlings, Ho- Westbrook. Henry Mitchell,
country or continent the black church, Mr. and Mrs. Gene girl, Little Miss Dianne ward Cash, George Mims of Cowan Brooks of Hopkinshails from or is going to, his Alexander Washburn a r e Rice, the bride and groom. Nashville. T e n n.: Wallace ville. Ky.. and Kenneth
path will be strewn with fire seen with their bridal party. Miss Doretha Sturgis, Miss Wilburn, jr., James Sprag- Whalum, the latter soloist at
and brimstone unless he real- Left to right, front are Miss Jeannette law son of San- gins, J. C. McGraw, jr.; Ken- the wedding.
izes that all black men, wheve- Jeannette Graha m. Miss ford, Fla.: Miss Eleanor
Obthah Morris of 1667 Oakver • they are and whatever
wood st., recently spent two
their status or station, have a
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
weeks in Del Paso Heights,
common bond, born out of
and Mrs. Odes Allgood of 919
Calif., visiting a son, J. B.
ikindred suffering from the preN. Seventh.
Morris, a former Memphian,
dominant and prevailing atSon, to Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
who is stationed with the Mctitudes of the western white
Nelson of 1203 Arkansas.
•D
world—attitudes that say, "you
CleIan Air Force Base.
Son, Samuel, to Mr. and
—2f49i
d:
The senior Morris also visit- Musing:
are not catered to.
Sambo and you, Sally Jane,
Mrs. Sam White of 352 Boyd.
ed a brother. M. C. Morris of If it were always sunshine.
They are jealous of the you may be a little higher than
How would the beautiful
animals, but you are certainof San Jose, Calif.
neighbors, the children, of anyly much lower than man."
After returning to Del Paso, flowers grow?
thing that you look at a seche was entertained in the home Rough nd soft winds are
When the African is told by
CAN YOU USE
ond time before you see him. his colonial bas, "you can't Born at John Gaston Hospital Murrell of 401 C. S. Welling- and Mrs. Albert Middlebrook
of Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Harris. needed
Morris is member of Lane So are rain and showers.
Have you ever had him to have independence, you can't June 17
ton.
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of 3400 Weaver,
and snow.
Avenue Baptist church.
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I love my husband very dear- are pleased but maybe you are ing you are not quite a man. 1308 Glynn.
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ly but the other day I could
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being,
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he
Lavon.
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because a few guests had drop•'WHIR! /0:K5 Mr YOU
Daughter, Marie, to Mr. and Dutra place.
Ott Prif/IRINFIAL
ped in. I have three children The same pattern of behavior live in this part of town, it is Mrs. Manuel Fletcher of 2235 Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. HerSERV/CE"
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or
bert
Green
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Cir.
and I keep them ne at and can . be applied to most marriLewis
of
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Austin
at.
J.
D.
Lynn.
E.
keep the house in order, but ed couples. Often husbands, "we don't serve colored here," Son, Wesley, to Mr. and
and
Son,
Kenneth,
to
Mr.
A special welcome was ex- he seems to think that I have like children, do not like to or, "Negroes cannot study
Mrs. James Clay of 15 Non- Mrs. I. A. Barnett of 603 S.
tended to new members during nothing to do. Of course lie stand alone: they want the here;" "this toilet is for white
Fourth st.
connah.
a recent meeting of the D.A.C. does not say much but he ex- wives to be ready to share only." This simply says, dear
Son to Mr. and Mrs.. John
June 18
club at the home of Mr. and pects me to be very apologetic their difficultes, sorrows, and brother, you may be a little
Daughter, Annie, to Mr. and,H. Wilson of 3050 Nathan,
Mrs. Jimmy Johnson of Cella when his most simple wish is successes. They M U S 'I' be higher than animals, but you
Mrs. Manuel B. Williams of Daughter, Cressie, to Mr.
at.
not carried out to the letter. I understood, and excused when are certainly not quite a man. 1212 Woodlawn.
and Mrs. Elihue Shipp of 2690
When Africans come to the
to
could
not
ask
the
ladies
they
do
wrong.
If
they
don't
Mrs. Leuella Yancey talked
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and Midland.
States, no matter how
to club members about 'Clean- leave. He seems to refuse to get sympathy they feel that United
high their rank in world af- Mrs. Walter Woodson of 260 Daughter, Irma, to Mr. and
liness." Winner of the gift box understand that I need relaxa- they are abused. Once you
Mrs. George Shepherd of 644
fairs, left unescorted, they will W. Utah.
was Mrs. Irene A. Sanders, an- tion from the routine of house- understand the man's emotions
(clip and save)
be told, "we don't serve blacks Son, Samuel. to Mr. and Nonconnah.
work
all
day
long.
After
seven
him
under
the
power
you
bring
nounced the club reporter, Mrs.
here." If we go to any country Mrs. Vernon Bruce of 1415 Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
would you suggest? Troubled. of your will.
Alberta Ford.
and Mrs. Percy Reed of 209 S.
in Africa where the whites rule Woodward,
The next meeting is schedul- Dear Troubled:
Understanding him will make the roost, we will be given the
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and Fourth st.
sugar
41 teaspoon
ed for July 28 at the home of Well, off hand I would sug- you avoid circumstances that
hs cup Specs vinegar
same bad treatment accorded Mrs. Claude Hinds of 679 N. Son, Troy, to Mr. and Mrs.
'is teaspoon salt
oil
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Isabel of gest that you start studying make him respond or speak in
tablespoons
Gus Meruchson of 1389 Valse.
2
the black man and woman in Sixth,
2 tablespoons
620 S. Orleans st. President of the temperaments of men, and a touchy manner. NevertheDaughter, Sher r y, to Mr.
3 tablespoons prethat section of the world. We Son, Alexander, to Mr. and
m ayonnaise
the club is Mrs. Steve Smith; women too, for that matter ... less, if you DO FORGET and are tied inescapably together. Mrs. Alexander Miller of 850 and Mrs. Aubrey Eubanks of
pared horseradish
thoroughly
ingredients
secretary is Mrs. Landy Brown. but especially your husband. hurt him accidentally, then White Eichmanns in Alabama, Porter.
'1956 Mt. Olive,
Combine all
Men are interesting animals. apologize and say that you are out of sheer meanness equal Daughter, Romanita, to Mr. Daughter, Patricia. to Mr.
to salad.
and chill before adding
Miller
of
William
They are touchy when they sorry without hesitation. It will the Eichmanns in Angola and and Mrs. Leroy Davis of 455 and Mrs
4 servings
Q55 Mason, No. 164.
are not praised for anything ,act as a soothing ointment on the Eichmanns on trial in Is- Tillman.
June 22
they do! They resent it if they an aching burn.
rael. Free the blacks who are June 19
Daughter. Pamela, to Mr.
being cruelly tortured and kill- Son, Christopher, to Mr. and
Edwards of
Iginally came from South Ameri- ed by the millions in Angola; Mrs. Henry E. Strong of 521 and Mrs. Willie
2258 Eldridge.
be- free the blacks in South Africa, Gillis.
potato
Irish
called
it
is
ca,
A GUIDE TO GOOD
Mr. and Mrs.
[cause for many years it was the and the police dogs in Missis- Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. Daughter, to
1347 Florida.
Apple Cider or Distilled
mainstay of the Irish. During sippi will soon forget how the and Mrs. Homer Sykes of 1729 John H. Wrice of
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
'the 16th Century the Irish rump roast of a black man Eldridge.
James Middlebrook of
At Grocers Everywhere
were in constant conflict and tastes and the Klan of Patter- Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Mrs.
890 Bargain pl.
By
near starvation from loss of son's Alabama will shed its gar- burt West of 354 Boston.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ewen
their animals and stored food ment like the snake it is, and Daughter, Aletha, to Mr. and
GRACE WILLIAMS
Boyce of 353 Boyd.
during raids. Potatoes in the the cloth there from will make Mrs. Ozane Turner of 1644
Son, Johnny, to Mr. and
ground survived these raids, so uniforms for • the Birmingham Hanauer,
We don't need a Gallup Poll
integrated
Little Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. Mrs. Johnny Brunson of 4412
potato growing grew rapidly— bi-racially
to tell us the Irish potato is
Underwood Getwell.
thus, this food earned the name Leaguers. Thus the fulfillment and Mrs. Edward
June 23
the most popular vegetable in
of the prophesy, "The lamb and of 897 Neptune.
of Irish potato.
'the world today. Reading over
the lion shall lie down to- Daughter, Frances, to Mr. Daughter. Vontenia, to Mr.
According to the potato inits history we've learned that
gether."
and Mrs. Jerry Lovelace of 742 and Mrs. Washington Harron
dustry, potatoes occupy first
of 600 Georgia.
it has a dramatic and colorful
Emmiett J. Marshall, sr Williams.
dietary
the
American
place
in
quick,
one
at HOME in
Daughter, Corliss, to Mr. Son, Anthony, to Mr. and
past and a rich heritage:
Chicago
about
oneand
constitutes
and Mrs.' Richard Leaks of 970 Mrs. Fred D. Boyd of 1173
Did you know that a war was
EASY APPLICATION
eighth of the total food material
Peach.
Fountain et.
named for the 'potato? And the
Convey Thanks
one-fifth
of
the
total
and
about
natural-looking
Yoe can have
June 20
Daughter. Sharon, to Mr.
pirate ships fought over it?
easy
foods
eaten
daily.
The
average
safe,
the
hair
Dear
Editor:
straight
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Edward Rudd of 3032
Potatoes have averted famines
SILKY STRATE way. Do it and have caused mass migra- person eats about 104 pounds In behalf of Jehovah's Wit- Robert Lewis of 691 Marble. Hornlake.
yourself at home and save time
of potatoes a, year. Nutritionists nesses, Illinois Circuit No. 2
Son, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
tions of people when crop failand money. The easy-to-follow
look upon this with approval I wish to thank you for your William Anderson of 610 Mis- and Mrs. Germon Tate of 2340
in
short
caused
it
to
be
ure
directions assure professionalbecause the potato is the most kind and generous co-operation sissippi,
Warren.
like results. Your hair stays supply.
nutritious vegetable consumed. in the use of news coverage for Son, Jesse, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Jacqueline. to Mr.
Even though, the potato on straight and easy-to-manage for
our recent three-day conven- Jesse Edward of 1611 Britton, and Mrs. Roy A. Bonner of
Now
that
new
potatoes
are
issonths ... will not go back
coming to local markets at a tion held at the Chicago Voca- Son, Ste v en, to Mr. and 2564 Mt. Moriah.
wren when wet.
reasonable price, Memphis will tional High school.
Mrs. Elroy Davis of 2630 Fite. Son. Victor, to Mr. and Mrs.
POR MEN: Regular Strength for short,
want to include them often in
Many of our members notic- Twins, Darron and Sharon, Felix Brooks of 2749 Supreme.
soiree heir.
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
their summer menus. The new ed the release in your paper to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Tay- Son. Anthony, to Mr. and
Gentle
potatoes are particularly good and were extremely delighted lor of 1422 Sunset.
P0it WOMEN and Chrldren:
Willie H. Walker of 31
Mrs.
heir.
long,
fine
Strength ter
for salads, creaming and hash- in reading them.
June 21
Farrow.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James Daughter, Frances. to Mr.
John Meister,
A fashion show. "Chapeaux browning, because they are not
mealy
and
stay
firm
while
beConvention Supervisor,
for Mi'Lady," has been planIllinois Circuit No. 2
ned for 3:30 p.m. Sunday, July ing cooked.
To
make
about
a
quart
of
Watchtower Convention
9, in the Sunday School audipotato
salad,
the
USDA
says
torium of Mt. Nebro Baptist
Eichmann
to
cook
four
medium
sized
poCoverage
church, 555 Vance ave. The affair is being sponsored by the tatoes whole in skins. Then Dear Editor:
se,„tmiesepeel and dice. Pour threechurch's Womens Chorus.
As a regular reader of the
Added feature will be male fourth cup hot cooked dressing
World's Largest Selling Air Conditioner
over the hot potatoes. Add one Daily Defender, I feel that
attire, modeled by men.
you have nnt given enough
25 COMPLETE
Chairman of the show is Mrs. teaspoon salt and one or two
chopped space to the Eichmann trial in
WITH NEUTRALIZER
Margaret Pembroke. Mrs. Doro- tablespoons finely
Jerusalem despite the fact that
Larry Risby
thy Williams is president of the onion or scallions, mix carefully. coverage
Pit inu sit 'II 9. PLUS TAX
in all other Chicago
sponsoring chorus. Rev. Roy Let cool for fifteen minutes. newspapers has
Says,
been comliONEY-BACK GUARANTEE Love is pastor of the church.
Then mix in two tablespoons
plete.
Hs every package
chopped
green
pepper,
oneThe affair is open to the
"Call Me At
half cup chopped celery, one- It seems to me that the Nepublic.
fourth cup diced cucumber, and gro people have much to gain
two chopped hard cooked eggs. from the expose of the Israeli
Chill for three to four hours judges and the witnesses of
I Will Install
DI FFFFF T I
Only Fedders has M.S.U.
DAVIS DO-NUTS MIDI
before serving. For variety the atrocities against a minority.
Today."
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omit one cup potatoes and add
—•—
They are eager to teach the
one cup chopped cooked ham
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or spiced meat, such as bologWe need capable and aggressive display adverreligion, color and culture
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STRAIGHTEN
YOUR HAIR

MEATS
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SUPERETTE

1204 E. Broadway

Mt. Nebo Sets
Fashion Show
For July 9
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SALESWOMEN WANTED
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VEGETABLES

FRUIT

FEDDERS

$1

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock —7 days a week

.DO:NUT .SHOP

BR 6-3986

NO MONEY DOWN

FREE DONUTS with Coupon Below
/
1
2 DOZEN FREE

•
L--

WITH THIS COUPON
and
PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
— —J
Special Rates to Clubs, Churches

•

S a Im on fishing, Alaska's
leading industry, earns more
than $60 million a year, more
than eight times the price paid
for the former territory by the
United States in 1867.

countries where Germans operated during the Nazi period.
Israel is performing a real
service to minorities all over
the globe.
Mrs. Alfred Loewenthal
Chicago.

___
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DOWN TO EARTH

Commenting

Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

ON REM. ESTATE
By Ted Brown

carcass weight as well as imLITTLE smrr IN BEEF
proves quality of beef.
CATTLE IS SEEN
The present cattle herd is 410
Don't look for beef cattle
prices to change from earlier far the most productive of any
forecasts this summer and fall. in our history on an animal
"Some recent statements on unit basis.
the beef situation express what
With these factors influencappears to be unfounded op- ing beef production we than
omism about future profits produce and consume beef at
and prices from beef.
a high rate this year and for
"Statements that the errors several years in the future. The
in cattle number estimates in r all-time record consumption
1960 by the USDA assure high per person of 1956 was 85.4
prices for the facts."
lbs. This still stands. The 1960
On the other hand, there figure was 85 lbs., and it is
will be significant effects from estireated that 1961 will be
the smaller cattle numbers and about the same, with a chance
. the indicated gradual rise in of a small increase.
numbers of cattle in this cycle.'
"With plenty of pork and
Prices are likely to decline
record broiler production beef
more slowly, the danger of a
prices cannot be expected to
sharp price break will be lessened, and the current cattle improve during the balance
of this year. Beef prices have
cycle will likely be longer than
moved down since the Marchwas previously predicted. These
April peak. Summer prices avik
effects will operate to the adlikely to be more stable bin,
vantage of the beef industry.
The present beef situation further decline can be expectwe move into the fall
is unlike any previous one in ed as
grass cattle season. Feeder calf
several distinct ways:
The largest total cattle herd prices in the fall will be inof all time is now on hand. fluenced .uy slaughter, cattle
This herd has the highest prices and by a larger calf
proportion of beef cattle of crop. They will likely be a
any previous one, 69 per cent little below 1960.
The calf crop this year is exbeef and 31 per cent dairy.
All the increase in cattle pected to be larger than in
numbers in the present cycle 1960. Continued beef expan• has been in beef cattle. Dairy sion is sure, although the rete
cattle numbers have declined will be comparatively slow.
Beef prices will change slowly
in every year of this cycle.
More beef cattle are being for the next few years but the
fattened on grain than at any general trend will be downtime previously. This increase ward.

ORCHID HOMES
ognition accorded Irby Cooper
Many comments are made by the Home Builder Associawhenever new housing devel- tion.
opments arrives, some c o mGetting back to the Saxony,
ments favorable and some in at this point, I was anxious
dislike. But among the loud- and eager to find out what
eat and longest clamor a r e made him builder of the year.
concerning the new developI was escorted toward the
ment in
Memphis Orchid rear and a panoramic view of
Homes by Cooper. It has been that area was accomplished by
said that word of mouth is the means of a triple sliding glass
best advertisement. These door which open into the spachomes were the talk of the , ious rear patio. My being along
town, I had heard about the as I walked aimlessly noticing
Orchid Homes and the excite- .the exquisite beauty of t h e
ment it caused and decided I color tone, the hardwood floor
must see what all the talk was throughout, the efficient cen. about.
Aral air conditioning, and the
I arrived after much search-, true luxury provided in every
ing for the location, a bit iate.room.
for the formal opening how- In other housing develop1
4
Nigt
1
ever, to keep you from search- ment like always the size of the [
Denise
Elaine
Hill,
Jones, Mrilyn Jones, Doroheld
Janice
party
was
were
front.
The
AND
FROLICS
ing as I did, the Orchid Homes room has been the greatest FUN
are located east of Bellevue, complaint. The large bedroomj the fare at the recent ninth on the Jones' beautiful lawn Lewis, PiMs Mayo, Hazel thy W. Nolan, Linda Crowdthree city blocks along Alcy in the Saxony is 11x14 and the e birthday party for Semite with all the accompaniments Scott, Patricia Ramsey, Deb- er, Kathlyn Kaye Jones, AlRoad, then north,
size of the family room is, Marie Jone s, daughter of that go into a successful out- orah Scott, Ricky Ramsey, berta Brown and Sandra
Shurnpert A. ing, music, dancing, and lots Harrold Scott, Robert Mos- Peyton. All helped Semite
The salesman was extra nice . 15x21. I was overwhelmed byj Mr. and Mrs.
of goodies to eat. Guests bey, Faye E. Joy, Brenda celebrate a most memorable
in showing me around. The first • so much space provided. 'This is Jones of 1567 Castelia. Berwere Authurine Dento n, Lynn, Jones Gale Ward, occasion.
thin that I noticed at a glance unusual if I must say, for de- nita is third from right in
was that this would be the ideal velopers when building homes •
•
place for luxurious living but for Negroes. There have been
no short cut in building, the
relaxing also,
very finest in material, and arTHE STYLE "SAXONY"
chitectural designing.
Perfect ranch style, three i
If I have sounded a bit too
bedrooms of brick the Saxony •
commercial I am sorry, but as
is most comfortable in that the
mentioned before one cannot
floor plan was designed with a I
Desoto Hardwood,
DIVISION I
1Magnolia Eagles.
but be impressed w i t h
wholly new concept. The spa- help
Sunday, July 23
•
Sunday, July 16
homes by a very fine , Sunday, July 9
cious kitchen adjoining both these
who, down through the
Lincoln 4:00, Blues vs So Bellevue 1:30, Braves vs So. Bellevue 1:30, E. L. Bruce
the softly panelled family room man
have built fine homes Memphis C hi c k 5: Klondike'Memphis Travelers; H o w z e vs Humko; Orange Mound 1:30.
and the formal dining room ,years,
Hardpeople, you.
ST. LOUIS - (UPI) - A
.1:30, Hardwood vs Beavers; 1:30, Indians vs Hollywood Mphs. Furn. vs Desoto
make it ideal for entertaining. ''for fine
vs!Giants; Howze 4:00, Eagles vs wood.
window washer who has admitMay I say here that the There are many more styles.Klondike 4:00, D o d g e r s
Sunday, July 30
Springhill Dodgers.
ted marrying four women while
homes were built by the man to select from, the fact that I Klondike.
.
1:30. Mphs.Belvu
Friday, July 21
• vs obtaining only one divorce will
recognized as the builder of only mentioned one style is evi- Friday. July 14
Lincoln 7:00.. Br a v e s vs E. L. Bruce; Klondike -4:00,1 be tried for bigamy in Chicago
Hot Dogs - 10c
Lincoln 730. Dodgers vs
the year, Irby Cooper, w h o dent that the entire developHardwood vs Humko.
Hyde Park Indians.
rather than St. Louis, officials
Milk Shakes - 15c
gave up sports writing to be- ment is very impressive. A as- Blues.
GREENSBORO,
N.
C.
(UPI)
Sunday, July 23
said.
DIVISION IV
Drinks - Sc & 10c
come a home builder_ This rec- lute to the Orchid Homes•
Sunday. July 16
Orange Mound 4:00. TravelFirst assistant circuit Atty. -A retired U.S. Labor DepartKlondike 4:00. Klondike vs
Wednesday,
July
5
- SNACKS ment official has urged Negro
Dodgers;
Spring
ers
vs
Quentin
H.
Gansloser
said
the
Bellevue 7:00, Tate Red Sox!
Chicks: Klondike 130, Beav-'
doctors, dentists and druggists
Ice Cream • Tamales
1:30, Giants vs Mag4.00,
Klondike
statute
of
limitations
might
vs Dermon Gems.
ers vs Blues: Bellevue
to take the lead in knocking
Spaghetti
Eagles; Klondike 4:00,
have expired concerning
Hardwood v5 Dodgers.
Second Half
down segregation.
Very Good Pecan Pie
.Braves vs Hyde Park Indians.
Charles
H.
Fowler's
only
St.
Wednesday. July 19
"Thousands of Americans of
Lincoln 1:30, Black Caps vs
Bell evue 7-30, Blues vs Friday' July 28 Indians vs Cash Wildcats; Lincoln 4:00,;Louis marriage. He will be tried color are plagued with various
Lincoln 7:00.
on
a
charge
of
operating
a
moforms of discrimination every
'lard wood.
Dermon Gems vs Letter CarSpring Hill Dodgers.
tor vehicle without the own- day," L. A. Oxley told a ban9951
/
2 Miss Blvd
Sunday. July 23
riers; Klondike 4:00, Black
er's
consent,
Gansloser
said.
30
July
quet audience Wednesday night
Bellevue 4:00. Dodgers vs Sunday'
•
Mound 1:30, Indians Hawks vs Tate Red Sox.
Orange
The
circuit
court
grand
col,Carolina
A
&
T
Jury
at
North
Beavers: Lincoln 4:00, Chicks,
Monday, July 10
Spring Hill Dodgers; Orange
Lincoln 130. vs
Hard WOOCI
s's
Carriers indicted Fowler on the motor lege. "No matter how much we
Mound 4:00. Eagles vs So. Lincoln 7:00, Letter
vehicle charge this week. The may be steeled against this disBlues vs Klondike.
vs
Caps.
Black
Memphis Travelers: Bellevue
car belonged to the father of a crimination, this affront to huSunday, July 30
Saturday,
July
15
LeMoyne
4:00, Giants vs
St. Louis woman he married in man dignity hurts in every inLincoln 1:30, Tate Red Sox
-- Klondike 1:30. Klondike vs
1957.
stance."
Howze 4:00. Chicks Braves'
vers•
.
ep
vs
Carriers:
Lincoln
B
Letter
good.
The lady golfer was definite- your chances are very
The 38-year-old father of five
He told the audience of NeDIVISION III
Dodgers: Lincoln 4:00,
vs
Dermon
4:00,
Cash
Wildcats
vs
for
:
you
keeps
The front nine
children was arrested here May gro doctors, dentists and pharly in mind when the layout
CARS OR
Hardwood vs Blues.
Gems;
Howze
4:00,
Black
Caps
Sunday,
July
9
After
clubhouse.
17 after his fourth wife traced macists that they must take the
the Navy base golf course at close to the
Mphs.
vs
Black
Caps.
Orange
Mound
1:30,
II
DIVISION
like,
you
i
if
USED CARS
Millington, Tenn. was design- !every three holes,
him from Chicago through his lead in removing "these ugly
i Furn. vs E. L. Bruce; Orange Monday, July 17
labor union. She said they were practices from the American
'ed. This fact was recently you are right there for refresh- Friclay, July 7
Hardwoods
Lincoln
7100,
Black
Hawks
4:00,
Desoto
vs'
Mound
Travelers
G.I.
7:00,
at
Lincoln
sold
are
which
married in Chicago last Decem- conscience and reputation."
brought home when my golfing Iments
vs Cath Wildcats.
:vs Humko.
sod n eh ill Dodgers.
ber and separated in March.
buddy cat and I were invited !rates.
Saturday, July 22
Sunday.
July
16
.
I
July
9
Sunday.
His two previous marriages TILE REMOVER
FINANCING TO SUIT
as guests by Air Force ReserThis outing is a rare treat
!
. ' '
Dermon
. E. Klondike1:30,
.
,
vs,
Travelers
1.30.
Bellevue
CHICAGO - (UPI) - Ever
were in Pittsburgh and Cincinvist Edward Lewis, jr.
'and should be enjoyed by many
YOUR PURSE
Klon1:30,
Tate
Red
•Sox:
Orange
Mound
Gems
vs
Bruce:
BellevuelL.
Giants;
Hollywood
removing
asphalt
have
trouble
nati.
It is a beautiful golf course. th:s Summer. To avail yourself
Furniture dike 400, Cash Wildcats vs
Mphs.
Humko
vs
'
Park
Eagles
vs
Hyde
4:00.
Freeze
it
with
a
floor
tile?
Long and flat with plenty sand.; Of these facilities, you must
4:00, Black Hawks; Howze 4:00,
Mound
Indians; Lincoln 1:30, Braves Co.: Orange
block of dry ice, advise extraps and lakes to shoot over,'be connected with some branch
Black Caps vs Letter Carriers.
Mphs. Fur. vs Humko.
vs Spring Hill Dodgers.
perts in the Cardox Division of World's Lamest Ford Dealers
or in (ask Edward who waded of the service, now or active Wednesday, July 12
Wednesday. July 26
Thursday, July 20
Chemetron Corp. The tiles will
'reserve. The play rates are
in to get' his new ball).
WildBellevue 7:00, Cash
be ready to be pried up in a
THIRD & GATOS°
fee for Bellevue 7:00, G i a n t s vs Lincoln 7:00, E. L. Bruce VS
you
cneap
i
a
enjoyed
is
luxury
Carriers.
A big
cats vs Letter
few minutes, They may even
plating.
day
all
JA 6-8871
hole.
The
every
washer
on
29
ball
Saturday, July
pop up themselves.
How nice it is to know that a "r0RF THE F1DEWOWS
women's tees are out in front of
Lincoln 1:30, Tate Red Sox
the men on some holes as much stone's throw from where you
vs Black Caps; Lincoln 4:00,
as 100 yards which puts your Hive, first class citizenship is
pri IS Ir• a•
•
Letter Carriers vs Cash Wildscoring on the level with his. at work. It is being practiced4:00, Miss Ella McCoy, a senior at
cats: Orange Mound
And if he makes a mistake. not preached-Uncle Sam style.
Black Hawks vs Der mon Lincoln university in Jefferson City. Mo., was the houseGems.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George L.
DIVISION V
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
Holloway, jr., last week. Miss
'Saturday. July 8
In Getting Driver's License
Nickey McCoy is a friend of Second Lt.
Klondike
1:30.
'Brothers vs Humko: Orange George L. Holloway, III, a son
Mound 1:30, General Depot vs who is a recent graduate of
Bemis Bag; Orange Mound Lincoln university, and is now
4:00, Jim Walter's Homes vs stationed with the U.S. Army at
Fort Lee, Va.
Wesson Oil.
Many courtesies were exThursday. July 13
Lincoln 7:00, Nickey Broth- tended to Miss McCoy during
her visit here. She was guest of
ers vs Wesson OiL
honor at a cocktail party given
Saturday, July 15
Klondike 1:30, Jim Walter's at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Homes vs Nickey Brothers; C. McGraw and son, last Wed....111.10•../1111.411.....••••••••
Klondike 400, Bemis Bag vs nesday evening. She attended
IDEALLY LOCATED FOR ANY BUSINESS
Humko
Chemical;
Orange a bridge party at the home
NEW YORK - RENO: Beatrice Lillie once studied some
Mound 3:00. General Depot vs of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Ward
* Air Conditioned
shares of stock she owned and noticed that all the companies
with Mrs. Utillus Phillips, jr.
Wesson Oil.
* Parking Area
had been incorporated in Delaware. She asked why, and my
acting as hostess, last ThursSaturday, July 22
*General Secretarial Service
wife explained: "Delaware is to corporations what Reno is to
1 Orange Mound, 3:00, Nickey day evening.
* Janitorial Service
divorce."
vs Wesson Oil; Lincoln I:30, Miss McCoy was also en* First Floor or Second Floor
Humko Chemical vs General tertained at a dinner-party
That line is dated, of course, for the slick promoters now
Call
Depot; Howze 1:30, Jim Wal- given by Mr. and Mrs. Holloway
incorporate in Panama or Switzerland, and the divorcees us'Pr's Homes vs Bemis Bag; at Tony's Inn last Friday night
E.
C.
WILLIAMS
REALTY CO.
Broadway
and
ually prefer Alabama, Las Vegas or Juarez. A
Lincoln 4:00, Humko Chemical to climax her visit.
WH 8-1016
979 EAST McLEMORE
Hollywood star I know once made a divorce settlement with
vs General Depot.
his wife. She wheedled 83,000 extra to cover the expenses
Genetal Depot vs Hickey
Thursday., July 27
of a six-week stay in Reno, then obtained a one-day divorce
Lincoln 7:00, Jim Walter's'Brothers; Howze 1:30, Humko
Chemical vs Jim
Walter's
in Mexico.
Homes vs Bemis Bag.
Homes; Howze 4:00, Humko
Saturday, July 29
most
celebrated
of
Reno's
Bobo Rockefaller was or•
Klondike 1'30, Bemis Bag vs Chemical vs Jim Walter's
citizens for six weeks. She gathered a group of other
Wesson Oil: Klondike 4:00, Homes.
women awaiting divorces and set up a therapy programexercise, dressmaking, no drinking, etc. "Remember girls,"
Pungent American blue cheese melted on beef patties transshe warned them, "after six weeks here, we're all on the
forms plain hamburgers into elegant blueburgers in se( onds.
market."
burger* can be made quickly on the outdoor grill as well as in the
kitchen. If you want an easy but delicious July 4th supper, feature
Divorces still supply colorful drama. The guides point those blueburgers with corn on the cob, relishes and fresh fruit.
WHY . .
out Dayton, Nev., as the place where Marilyn Monroe and
Arthur Miller both filmed and discovered they were "The
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
Misfits." And Minden's claim to glory is that Mary PickAT . .
ford either divorced Douglas Fairbanks there or married Budonly
remembers
department
statistics
vital
dy Rogers. The
that Miss Pickford was involved.
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From Us

BI•iaburgers

Ella McCoy
Is Guest
Of Holloways

HULL-DOBBS

LEARN TO DRIVE

Call Tenn. State Driving School

BR 6-4121

V)7

LEONARD
LYONS

OFFICES FOR RENT

THERE MUST BE A REASON

0MO

Statistics equally as vital show that Reno has the largest .
per capita income in America. That's because its 40.000 resi- most of whom "moved" from
dents includes 115
other states where their incomes would be taxed.
There soon will be 118 millionaires in Reno if Bill
Miller, co-operator of the Riverside Hotel wins his suit
against the State of New Jersey. Miller owned the famed
Riviera nightclub on the Jersey Palisades. It was appropriated by the state to make room for an expressway
and 1.100.000 was placed in escrow for him. He's suing
for 34,000,000.
(Distributed 1961 by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
(All Rights Reserved)

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
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PANAMA
LIQUOR STORE

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
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Call or Come In Today.
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$10 Million Reserve Set
By National Urban League
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er. It was all the occasion of tary. This civic
details and experience in
full
Give
forward to greater Marie Davis elementary farming in Western Oklahoma. been Zone Manager since 1958. served at St. James IndepenBonuses.
looking
is
their "Galin Day" activities.
dent Methodist church. Evangesteps in our com- school. Pvt. Robert L. Davis,
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
All of the financial proceeds progressive
HOW NOW, PURPLE COW? list Lola Wilson, pulpit conthe in- from Camp Le Juene, N. C, NEW NAME
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also
It
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will go for Shrine Charities.
Rev.
may
minsters,
cow"
purple
visiting
now,
ductor;
"How
support of the pub- is spending his furhsugh here HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
—0—
Attorney and Most Rev. terest and
with his mother, Mrs. Mary The movie to be based on become a popular expression if Godbold, Rev. S. W. King and
James Estes of Memphi s. lic.
Annivercow"
Williams;
"brown
G.
proverbial
"MuR.
novel,
Rev.
Tilsley's
Frank
the
Carter, jr., 35, L. Davis, and family. Mrs.
Tenn., was guest speaker at Mr. Samuel
sary sermon by Rev. H. H. Hall.
after being in Bertha Johnson, from Nash- tiny" has been renamed "H M. wants to be in style.
Mt Zion Baptist church on died June Ii.
Mrs. Irene
The popularity of purple — Appreciation,
health for some ville. Tenn., is the hous e- S. Renegade."
declining
last Sunday.
Clai- The film, starring Alec Guin- also called mauve, violet, peri- Shield; program committee:
Hannah
at
held
Miss
were
of
rites
guest
Final
time.
Mrs. E. H. Cage of 725 N.
Stallworth, Shirley
— is zoom- Gladys
Temple church on the borne, and Miss Viola B. Cal- iess, is scheduled for shooting winkle and blue-red
Hays ave., returned home re- Grace
Moore and Mildren Henderson.
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LET'S TAKE A TRIP
Travel Talk
by Fred W. Avendorph
TRAVEL EDITOR

A WEEKLY DEPARTMENT
OF TRAVEL TIPS, TALK
AND INFORMATION
by
FRED W. AVENDORPH

Motoring To
South American Countries Rich in
Hospitality for American Tourists Mexico? Here's

Asl
••

Ghana
nounc
tionl

ence
Eating

Book You Need

By FRED W. AVENDORPH [region is a winter wonderland
Despite televisions version of portraying the role of
(Editor's Note: At the top of for skiers.
undertaker and atempting to bury the railroads alive, we
WASHINGTON, D.C. (PAU)
Conditions in this scenic
still feel that the only way to see the country and travel in our list of many fascinating
—Making
plans for that excitplaces to visit is South Ameri- mountain, lake and forest reluxury in a leisurely way is by train.
ing motor trip to gay Mexico?
ca. South America comprises 13 serve have never been so comA couple of weeks ago we made a special note to watch Latin - American
Want up-to-date information
countries fortable as they are today.
the NBC program, "Railroads, End of the Line?" Following Some of them, without question, Credit is due to the National
on how to get your family —
this hour-long program we felt that we had just attended the are really hard to reach; some Parks and Tourist Commission
even your pet dog — across the
wake of a very good friend whom we had loved for many are remote by reputation only. which has supervised the conborder, plus automobile insuryears. However, we further felt that TV should leave the job By hard-to-reach and remote struction of dozens of first-class
ance, and other important faciof digging graves, holding wakes and administering the final places, we are not necessarily inns and pensions at strategic
rites of the dead to morticians—a group of professional men referring to the cities, but to spots along the lakes. The govlities? These and many other
who don't try to bury someone while he is still alive and much of the surrounding coun- ernment also maintains strict
tips for the motorist are yours
tryside. In a series of articles control of fishing and hunting
kicking.
in the 64-page fact-filled guide,
we will give you information licenses, camping sites and
MOTORING TO MEXICO,
For many months the newspapers have been full of stories
about the many characteristics rates for motor and boat cruises
which is now available for 25
about the plight of our nation's railroads. How they have sufand features found in the out- in the area.
cents from the Pan American
fered financial losses and competition by trucks and airlines standing
cities of each country, SWISS TYPE CHALETS
THE SHALLOWER channels
near San Martin Falls. PicTwo Sisters Falls (this is one Union, Washington 6, D.C.
hauling freight and the jet-age plane luring passengers to mainly those which
offer the
MOTORING IN MEXICO,
ture at right is the Ole swim- of them).
Bariloche on Lake Nahuel above the Argentine Falls are
speedy air travel from coast to coast. Much of this news is best tourist attractions.)
Diving board is bebridged
"the motorist's bible", gives you
by
the Pasco Sobre
min' hole near Argentine hoHuapi (as in Nowl Wapi), the
true. In some instances certain railroads have been forced by
hind rocks.
complete information on crosstel which is at the foot of
—
Buenos focal point for the reserve, re- Los Saltos. This stretch is
financial losses to discontinue certain trains, various routes, ARGENTINA
ing the border, organizations
sembles
Aires,
a
the
quains
largest
Swiss
city
of
Latin
village
both passenger and freight, and resort to a schedule of service
and facilities at the service of
of
wooden
America,
chalets
is
seum
the
with
capital
with
its
of
unique
Arcolored
relics
of
that has caused many travelers to use air. There has been much
the motorist, servicing your car,
gentina. It is one of the major roof tops. Rates for a room and the Pampa Indians, subdued
talk about certain mergers between various railroad companies
hotels and motor courts, climate
seaports of the world. This three meals per day range from only 70 years ago. A two-day
and the complete curtailment of many forms of service, both
and clothing. Illustrations and
modern, cosmopolitan capital, in $4 in a cozy little lake-front boat cruise at $2 a person takes
suburban and interstate.
translations of Mexican road
addition to being the political inn to $7 in the de luxe gov- tourists across the blue waters
signs will help you along the
On the other hand, much has been planned and much has capital of the country, is like ernment-owned Hotel Ilao Labo of Lake Nahuel Huapi to Puermany picturesque highways
been accomplished by certain railroads to improve existing wise the cultural and industrial (as in yow yow). A week's va- to Blest at the end of a 10-mile
and byways of our neighboreervice by providing new equipment, faster trains and more center of Argentina. One fourth cation among the scenic won- fjord on the Chilean border.
If you're planning a motor the country as well as Canada nation. MOTORING IN MEXIfrequent schedules of operation. To reestablish the reputation of the population of the coun- ders of the Argentine lakes can
PLENTY IN BUENOS AIRES trip across country, into Cana- and Mexico.
CO also gives a condensed log
try is concentrated in greater be had for under $125 includBuenos Aires. Literature and ing round-trip fare from Buenos Aside from sightseeing which da or south of the border to Other bits of information con- of road conditions — town by
the arts are encouraged in many Aires, room, meals, guides and is a full time occupation in this Mexico you'll need to be forti- tained in The Bronze American town — altitude charts, and indicates special points of interest
largest city in South America,
ways by the government's Na- local excursions.
fied with a copy of the newest are recommended restaurants, for the tourist to visit. Fifteen
tional Cultural Commission. Though Nahuel Huapi Na- Buenos Aires offers plenty to
highway
"strip"
Several scientific institutions in tional Park is the ideal setting see and do with two dozen national travel guide as a solu- places of interest while touring, full-page
Buenos Aires have achieved for a variety of outdoor sports, golf courses, several riding and tion to finding unbiased sleep- a complete listing of conven- maps and a two-page map show
tions and dates in various cities the principal highway network
it is a rod and reel fanatic's tennis clubs, two racetracks and ing accommodations.
world-wide recognition.
for the entire year, and a sec- of Mexico.
just about as many night spots
heaven
from
January
through
The
1961-1962
edition of The tion for notes and names and One of the
BEST TIME TO VISIT
exciting features
April. The Ministry of Agri- as Paris or New York.
Bronze American has been addresses.
Buenos Aires has a mild cli- culture manitains a
of this edition is the new highhatchery in
compiled and published by RobA travel agency listing is in- way which runs from Vera
mate. The seasons are reversed, Bariloche where
salmon and DOWN TO THE SEA
ert (Jerry) D. Turner and is cluded on the back cover of this Cruz on the East Coast all the
of course. Winter begin in June rainbow trout
are born and
NEW YORK (UPI)—Ameri- ready for purchase at $2.50 per national travel guide as a serv- way across the Yucatan Peninand summer in December. The bred. The town
markets in the
warmest months are January area sell only salt
cans are at sea, lake and- river copy. This 160-page booklet has ice for tourists all over the sula, seat of the ancient Mayan
water fish,
been published primarily for country. To receive your copy civilization and formerly inand February. It seldom freezes flown in from
the Atlantic, to in record numbers.
the Negro traveler touring the of the Bronze American send a accessible to the motorist, to
and never snows in winter, but protect the
Last year, 39 million spent country by car and
local fishing from
in need of money order for $2.50 to Bronze Puerto Juarez on the Gulf of
it is chilly. There is no rainy expanding
from a sport to a leisure time on the water. They hotel and motel
accomodations American
National
season. All in all, October to major industry.
Travel Mexico.
A fishing li- did it in 8 million boats rang- free of any racial restrictions.
Guide, 7724 S. Vernon Ave., To receive the 16th revised
December is the ideal time to cense costs under
$3, and a five ing in size from dumpy imita- The booklet contains over
Chicago, Ill., or
visit Argentina.
Welcome edition of MOTORING IN
hour cruise complete with tions of the bathtub to classy 3,000
recommended hotels, mo- Travel Service, 2400 S. Michi- MEXICO, send 25c to the Pan
Buenos Aires is a gay and tackle and guide averages $25. yachts, the boating
industry tels and tourist homes in the gan Ave., Chicago, Ill. Include American Union,
Washington
modern city. Theaters, shops, Favorite spots for visitors in says.
larger cities of every state in 25 cents for handling.
6, D.C.
hotels, subways, modern build- the area include: Lion MounWhat could be more relaxing l and lush countrycide. If it's the ings are the last word in prog- tain with its 200 feet deep Inthan traveling across country water you prefer, the Southern ress. However, when in Argen- dian caves, filled with primitive
aboard a bury streamliner, rid• ,Pacific crosses the 39.mile span tina, do what the Argentinians drawings; enchanting Victoria
ing in large, light air.conditioned E across the Great Salt Lake be•Ido Most likely, you would be Island with its large game precoaches or Pullman cars and tween Chicago and California. spending your vacation at a serve; and the Patagonian Muviewing miles of picturesque'
time when it's winter in North
America, and summer in Aronce enjoyed by railroads throughout the country much will
gentina. The natives beat a
c0 tA
have to be done to overcome the impact and competition path from the
vs
„, c
city and head for
created by the constant progress of air travel.
the
blossoming countryside
TRAIN TRAVEL IS FUN
around the Andean Hills. They
Despite the many faults found with railroads, train travel pursue the hearty pleasures of
is fun. Since the first steam engine was patented by James the outdoor life in the ArgenWatt of Scotland back in 1769 to the present day Diesel- tine lake region. This LatinElectric powered lightweight stainless steel trains, vacation American version of Switzertravel by rail has been enjoyed by millions of Americans. It land boasts a snow-capped peak
to every visitor and enough fish
will continue to rank as the favorite mode of vacation travel
to stock all the streams from
for people who want to see the country.
Send now for your free copy of this
.
here to eternity.
illustrated brochure,with details of
Today's trains are exceedingly comfortable, even. luxour famous 12 and 16-day escorted
AN EASY JOURNEY
wious. They have seats scientifically designed for maximum
The Argentine government Luxury Tours to California and
ease and convenience. Cars are clean, air-conditioned, thermo-.
Canadian Rockies al a cost that
statically heated and cooled. They operate in all conditions _.!is exerting every special effort soothes your budget. Is. Chicago
°li t° build this sportsmen's para- July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
weather and train stations are conveniently close to the center
'dise into a first class tourist WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
of each community or city, easily accessible to all travelers.
41139 SOUTH DREXEL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
magnet.
TRAINS GET THROUGH
Although the journey across
buring the summer months railroads enjoy the biggest
the pampas into this wild west
boom of volume travel than at any other tirne of the year. The
of Argentina took more than
one big exception is during the winter months when snow
two weeks by covered wagon
storms ground airline transportation and passengers rush to less than a century
ago, the
the railroads for help in reaching their destinations. Travel distance today can be covered
vents plan regularly scheduled group tours by train to points in a few hours by air.
GOPLANA RESORT
ail over the country. Canada and Mexico. No other form of
Ever since the government Air-conditioned modern rooms win,
transportation affords passengers the opportunity of . seeing set aside 20 million acres in bath. Sandy beoch, golf course, ridthe sights of the countryside which no other form of trans- the lake region as national park, ing horses nearby, Fishing on prem
portation provides, other than bus travel. Passengers can ride thousands of visitors have been ises. Playground for children. Amer
con and European Plan. Housekeeo
either in comfortable coach seats or in Pullman accommodations turning up to swim, sail, fish ing focilities. Reasonable rates.
ranging from a lower or upper berth to a bedroom suite or and revel in the spectacular
FOR INFORMATION
MRS. M Frenkiel - Route 2
mountain greenery. The therdrawing room.
Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin
. There's no greater enjoyment than having Your meals mometer lingers at 70 degrees
Or
werved in the dining car, or lounging in the club car while December through May. and
Welcome Travel Service
drops
seldom
much
freezbelow
gipping your favorite drink. In Pullman you can still enjoy
DA 6-1800
tbe comforts of privacy while being served a meal without ing even in mid-July when the
having to dress and go to the dining car.
Z.EADING RAILROADS
Accordifig to The Association of American Railroads, railroads in the United States represent an investment of about
3 billion dollars. Altruist 900 companies operate the railroads
It's oosior — !astir — moro cony•niont —
oY our country. These railroads range from less than a mile to
Budwejs
whits you leave the details in oxport hands!
Budweis
several thousand miles in length. The following six companies,
Whether
headed
Indianapolis
you're
for
or India.
it order of rank, are the largest railroads in the United States.;
•,
your trip preparations gn faster when they're handled by an
...MII r
1?ennsylvania Railroad began in 1846 and now has assets of
expert travel service, such all WELCOME. We know all the
right planes. trains, busses, boats to fit your convenience bent
almost 3 billion dollars. New York Central Railroad is the
and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
sicond largest railroad in the United States. It has 24,000 miles
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you stave time and
MX :2 07 CANS
of track in 11 northeastern states and the two Canadian
you're sure.
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Southern Pacific Company
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business • vd professional leaders men
was formed from other railroads in 1884. The railroad operates
whose names you know
have been "leaving the details to
:rains along 15.000 miles of track between Los Angeles and
WELCOME" for the peat four yearn.
San Francisco, Portland and Chicago. The Santa Fe Railroad
We've arranged round -the-world personal tours and delivered the
tickets for a two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken nappy hundreds on
was organized in 1859 and operates 21,000 miles of track from
WELCOME -arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
Chicago to the Gulf States and the Pacific Coast. Union Pacific
convenience •xportly handled to make travel a pleaatire
not a task.
Railroad was organized in 1862 and its trains run through 13
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
states west of the Mississippi River from Iowa and Missouri to
and resorts all over the world know where you ran go for the most
fun. with the least bother, on your budget. Check this list of our
Montana, Washington, and California. The Baltimore and Ohio
regular services:
Railroad is the sixth largest railroad in the United States. Its
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • BUS
trains operate on 12,000 miles of track from Illinois to Ohio.
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL i RESORT
West Virginia, Pennsylvania and District of Columbia.
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
Volumes of material and statistics can be found about
TRIP TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
railroads in newspapers, magazines and books. But the average
'(l' CAN'
traveler is concerned only with the amount of pleasure and
drop in at sue
Don't fight loop parking and traffic congestion
lobby
Hotel
phone.
office,
end
counsel
for
farts
or
Sutherland
all
the
satisfaction he derives from a trip by train. The railroads have
you need. Then pick up your tickets just as handily. Let WELCoME
been dropped for the count of nine from a punch delivered by
take the trouble out of travel!
financial losses and competition. They refuse to be counted
WELCOME
nut and they're still on their feet making a comeback that
TRAVEL SERVICE
should warrant the support of the American traveler. Al any
Daf•nclisr Court
rate, they refuse to be buried alive by television's version of
"rigor Mortis." According to other TV programs of torture to 2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
the American public, this industry itself has one foot in the
Coll Matsui,* 6-I BOO
l5ave--not the Railroads.
A NHIL/51111•14USCI4. INC • Si, LOUIS • NIWAIRK • LOS ANGELIS • MIAMI • TAMPA
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Kitchen Idea File: .1
PARISIAN MIMI

Nab5 Negroes As4 Whites Try and Stop Me
Are Injured In K.C. Riot L
By BENNETT CERr

ONG BEFORE Van Cliburn became famous, another
pianist, Louis Gottschalk, caught the public fancy. P.
KANSAS C IT Y, Kan. — ment that he "walked around
T. Barnum, in fact, offered him $20,000 and expenses for a
(UPI) — Four w h i te men and hit a boy on the back of aeries of concerts —
and
.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Ambassador N. M. Q. Halm of
were injured, one of them the head."
said he'd double the price
THSY mugT
Ghana has urged the United States to "go whole hog" in de. I
critically, in what police called Police said they were told
If Gottschalk could train
Wag MY
nouncing colonialism.
a "full scale riot" over the that in an incident earlier sevACIINT
a
seal
to
accompany
him!
weekend at a teen agers league eral youths were forced to
FIRST!
"The United States has helped the concept of African naGottschalk once fooled
leave the area after they ingame
here.
baseball
tionalism — but just partly," he said in an interview.
Five Negro men were held terrupted the game by pulling the Boston critics by
Halm, whose nation marked its fourth year of independplaying something by
in connection with the as- a light switch.
ence Saturday, praised the Kennedy administration for asBeethoven when the prosault and five others were
sisting New African nations.
gram called for a composought. Their names were
sition of his own. No
withheld.
one noticed it!
Detective Captain Eli Dah• • •
lin of the police department
BELLE RIVE, Ill. — (UPI) — A recent graduate of SouthThe villagers in a resaid a group of 10 or more
mote southern community
ern Illinois university has been chosen for a ?eace Corps asmen and youths went to the
got their best laugh in ten
signment in Africa.
park where a 3 and 2 league
years when a darnyankee
baseball game between youths
She is Darlene Malcolm, 22, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
NEW YORK — The first In- erected a tool shed and
was in proyears
old
16
to
18
Francis Malcolm of Belle Rive, in Jefferson County.
gress and "began hitting peo- ternational Trade Fair to be hired a night watchman to guard the tools and supplies therein.
Miss Malcolm, who graduated from Mount Vernon High
"As though," they jeered, -any sane man in these hills would
ple, including elderly people, held in independent Nigeria
sehool and junior college, will train_at-ihe University of Caliwill take place in Lagos next steal anything to work with!"
with baseball bats."
fornia with seven other Illinois candidates for the Africa asC 190. by Bennett Cert. Distributed by _Mita Features Syndicate
One youth, who signed a year. Sponsored by the federal
signment.
statement admitting his part government, the fair will last
in the attack and naming for three weeks from Oct. 27
others, said the group had to Nov. 18, 1962, under the
organization of the Ministy of
For the ultimate in kitchen sophistication, what could be been drinking beer and wine
OSHKOSH, Wis. — (UPI) — A fight over a 15 cent ham- a better choice than a Parisian decor? Here's one by famous and "decided to go to the park Commerce and Industry.
The theme of the Internaand start a fight.
burger resulted in a $5 fine for Richard Kentopp, 28, of Osh- New York color-stylist Beatrice West.
She chose wallcovering in a 0
Asked what made them tional Fair will be "Nigeria FORT SUMNER, N.M. — will be the subject of a court
kosh, who was convicted of reckless driving for chasing his
practical white vinyl with arose for the Caloric gas appliances. start the fight he replied "be- Trades with the World," and (UPI) — Billy the Kid, the lit- hearing in Fort Sumner somewife with his car through a parking lot.
leaf design in deep, rosy-red, Their sleek, modern lines cornyounger Negro during the period of the Fair tle Brooklyn-born frontier out- time around the 80th anniver- •
Kentopp told Judge Arnold J. Cane that he was laid off nylon flocking. For a dramatic plernent the simplicity of the cause some
boys said they had been beat- a number of conferences relat- law who seldom saw the in- sary of his death.
from his job Thursday and became angry when his wife pur- effect the floorcovering is a bold cabinets in light wood tones and
ing to West African trade will side of a courtroom despite 21
The Kid, whose real name
stripe in white, black, and red, add to the total feeling of so- en."
chased the hamburgers. He was arrested by police who saw
killings charged against him, was William H. Bonney, is buThe youth said in his state be held in Lagos..
Pink was Miss West's choice phistication.
him driving his car after his wife in the parking lot.
It is proposed that the subried at a little cemetery outjects to be considered will in- ter within a few days. The side Fort Sumner, along with
clude civil enginering, agricul- 1960 Nigerian Exhibition was two of his cronies.
tural machinery, timber pro- one of the major events mark- Mrs. Lois Telfer of N e w
duction and marketing, vege- ing the attainment of indepen- York, claims to be the Kid's
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A 39-year-old construction worktable oils and the market for dence by the Federation of only surviving relative. S h e
er slid down a rope from the Brooklyn Bridge to the East
consumer goods. Members of Nigeria. It was held on Vic- has filed a petition in Debeca
River when his scaffold gave way.
the conference 'will be invited toria Island in Lagos, and the County District court asking rePolice said Alexander Kula, grabbed the loose scaffold
to visit the trade fair, and ex- exhibition grounds covered moval to another burial place
rope as he was falling. He slid down it until he had a relahibitors interested in attend- nearly fifty acres, with over at Lincoln, N.M.
HAMPTON, Va — Specialists terested in the history, life and "Africa....Continent in Trantively short drop into the water, 200 feet below the bridge.
ing
any of these conferences 250 exhibitors in attendance.
She also requested a reand "Africa....In the
A passing tug rescued him from the river. Kula's only in- in African affairs from the culture of Africa. This interest sition,"
past World Community," brought to will be welcome to do so.
during
the
reflected
State
was
Nations,
the
U.
S.
United
It is proposed to hold the straining order to bar t h e
juries were rope burns of the hands and body.
It
is
estimated
that
some
Debaca Commission and Mrs. J.
department, and African em- year through a series of three the campus outstanding leaders
750.000 visitors will see the International Trade Fair on W. Allen from interfering.
bassies and consulates will seminars on "Africa Today" in African affairs and was culthe same spot, and indications
fair,
but
if
past
experience
is
serve as guest lecturers during held during February, March minated by an address by G.
are that more exhibitors will Mrs. Allen owns the "Old Fort
Museum" at the former cavalry
Mennen
Williams, assistant a gauge, over a million persons participate this time.
the second Institute on African and April.
will
attend.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI) — A 15-year-old Iowa girl Life and History held at HampThese seminars, which con- secretary of state of African For example, during the Current plans show that the post, and also owns the land
thrown from a Brahma bull and then trampled Friday night, ton Institute, June 26-July 29, sidered the problems of "Africa
affairs, following his return 1960 Nigerian Exhibition over fair will cover ell aspects of around the cemetery where
Billy is buried. The cemetery
was in fair condition at Baptist Memorial hospital. The girl during the 1961 summer session
....Background and Context," from a tour of Africa.
500,000 people visited the cen- trade and production. There is public property.
was Miss Pat Hayes, a daughter of Ralph E. Hayes of Cres- in the college campus.
ton, Iowa.
Directed by Dr. Ganiyu A.
The girl was riding a 1,500-lb bull near the conclusion of Jawando, a Nigerian and actthe first part of the Kansas City rodeo (being held at Ben- ing director of the Division of
Business at Hampton, the course
jamin stables at the south part of the city).
Miss Hayes fell from the right side of a huge animal is designed especially to prenamed Clyde, and landed under the bull's hoofs. The bull step- pare teachers to give pupils in
the elementary and high schools
ped on her head.
a better acquaintance with the
history, life, and culture of
Africa. The graduate level
course, which is endorsed by
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI) — A woman student pilot the Virginia Teachers associashe
was
flying
was
who threatened to crash the light plane
tion. carries six hours college
talked into abandoning the idea after two hours in the air.
credit.
4th Street Repair Chop
Guided back to the airport by two experienced pilots, she
Divine Guidance Can Solve
Two participants in the forWrecker Service
Boos Repair
S Paint 14 a m until r C C'•
Taylors Upholstery Shop
Your Problems' Send $3 with
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Custom Continental Goes to White House

By Jesse L. Williams

Car Fanciers Drool At The Sight
Of The President's Custom Job

1961

'

WASHINGTON, D. C. — A each can be used interchange- The new custom Presidentill
new c us t om Presidential ably; or without any roof see- Continental
has a heritage that
Continental built by Ford Mofirms the car becomes an open goes back more than half a cottor Com pa ny has been
tury.
.1 delivered to the Whit e air convertible.
House Secret Service staff for The lightweight-metal, black
William Howard Taft, whose
. use by the President.
formal roof comes in two sec- administration began in 1909,
The automobile replaces the tions. From the center pillar to is credited with approving the
11-year-old "bubble-top" Lin- the rear the roof has a black first official auto fleet for White
coln which was used by three polished covering with a small House staff and Secret Service
presidents in traseling more rectangular rear window. The use. The practice of maintainthan 100,000 miles in the Unit- front section has a brushed- ing loaned; leased or purchased States and abroad. Delivery metal finish. When the car is ed automobiles continued
of the new car is the culmination transported outside the Wash- through the terms of Presidents
of four years of planning and ington area the roof is crated Wilso n, Harding, Coolidge,
discussion with the Secret Ser- separately.
Hoover, Roosevelt, Truman and
vice.
The transparent plastic roof Eisenhower and into President
The navy blue limousine has has six sections, each of which Kennedy's administration.
more specially designed fea- is removable. A black converWhen President Taft discardtures and accessories than any tible top comes in three sec- ed the old White Steamer, the
automobile ever used for of- tions. Both of these roofs can Pierce-Arrow began a long era
ficial duties at the White be stored in the trunk.
—17 years or so—as the make
House.
in official favor. President.
AUTOMATIC TRUNK TOP
Major innovations include a
Coolidge reportedly switched
There are two foot stands on
series of roof combinations, a
to a Lincoln car because he likeach side of the car which rerear seat that can be raised
ed the late Henry Ford. In
tract automatically under the
and lowered automatically, remore recent years, a number
car when not in use by Secret
tractable foot stands for Secof manufacturers have beeri
Service men. Handles are conrepresented in the official auto
ret Service men, two two-way
cealed in the body lines.
fleet.
radio telephones and a mastA
At
the rear of the car is a.
er control panel for power acspecially-built 1939
Continental
spare tire design
cessories.
coln leased by Ford Motor
which
is
partially recessed into
The President can ride in the
Company to the Government
car in the open air, either sit- the trunk lid. Two additional for use by President Franklin
foot
stands
are
built into the
convertible — make the car une of the MOssi ting or standing. Assuring pro- rear bumper. Detachable grip D. Roosevelt became one of
unusual custom automobiles ever built In tection in all types of weather handles can be mounted into America's most famous automobiles, known as the "Sunaddition to the roof versions shown above, and for various conditions, the the trunk lid area.
shine Special."
portions of each roof type can be used sepa- President also can ride under
rately or in combinations over the rear, a metal roof, a transparent Flagstaffs on each front fendmiddle and front compartments. The car also plastic roof or a convertible er are illuminated by remote- 100,000 MILES
controlled spotlights at night. In use for 11 years and driven
has retractable foot stands for Secret StIFfice top.
Two flashing red lights are re- about 55,000 miles, the "Sunpersonnel and an "elevator" rear seat which MAXIMUM COMFORT
The car, which is more than cessed in front bumper guards. shine" Lincoln convertible was
raises up to 101
/
2 inches to help parade
21 feet in overall length, is an Other "built-in" accessories in- transported throughout th e
crowds see the occupants.
- elongated version of the 1961 clude a radio, emergency light, world and probably carried
Lincoln Continental converti- a fire extinguisher, an auto- more world-famous celebrities
ble. It was designed by Ford matic trunk lid, a first aid kit, than any other car. The six-.
Motor Company technicians in a siren and special storage com- foot-high, 9,300-pound veteran,
still mechanically perfect, was
cooperation with Hess & Eisen- partments.
, hardt, a custom-body firm in The car is 43 inches longer retired after 11 years in 1950
Cincinnati, 0.
and three and one-half inches only because of its old-style
The car is divided into two higher than the 1961 Lincoln appearance.
The Senior choir of L an e Martha Lacey, Jewell Ridley,
compartments with a power- Continental model. The wheel- The "Sunshine Special" was
Chapel CME church sponsored Ora Gentry, Louise Cooper,
operated, sliding-glass partition base is 33 inches longer. The replaced by a series of overa Pew Rally at the church Sun- your scribe teachers at Stigall
separating the driver compart- car is powered by a standard sized 1950 Lincolns. One of
Sdrie
day night. Mrs. Josephine Black High and Assistant Principal
byAL MONROE
was guest orator. The program A. P. Nunn and Mrs. Alberta
WASHINGTON — President ment from the passengers. The Lincoln Continental 430-cubic- these Lincolns was revamped
was as follows: Devotion by Jamison teacher at Rutherford, Kennedy has withdrawn the rear passenger area includes inch engine. Heavy duty parts in 1954 with a specially built
"P.M. WEST" AND
when it returns for winter run members of the choir: presenta- all motored to Nashville, Tenn. nomination of Frank D. two folding jump seats and a are used on many of the chas- plexiglass roof. President Eisback seat that can accommo- sis components. Structural sup- enhower suggested the clear
EAST," the program hitting but the cool, calm and collect- tion of an orator, Mrs. Jewel
yesterday (Wednesday) to at- Reeves — a high-ranking Nedate comfortably three people. ports are strengthened consid- plastic roof after experiences
channel 9 at 10:30 P.M. week- ed Perry attitude will be pres- Ridley.
tend The Reading Clinic at gro in Democratic Party cirA unique feature of the car erably for durability and rid- in rainy weather when the
day and "The Jack Paar" ent as usual.
Reading, "Creation," M r s. Tennessee A & I State univer- cies — because of his tax15 the power-ope
show on channel 5 at same WBBM Radio's broadcasting
rated back seat ing comfort on virtually any of regular convertible roof had to
Black. Solo, "His Eye Is On sity. Miss Anne E. Price, St. troubles.
'which can be raised to a height the world's roads.
hour are bidding for ratings "live" programs with supper
be used for parades.
the Sparrow," Mrs. M. L. La- Louis, Mo., is Reading Consult- The action followed a Sen- ci.f 10 1-2
inches from the floor
but making no public noise time music hitting at 6:30 is
cey. Reading, "My People." ant. We enjoyed the trip and ate inquiry into the tax trou- when
the rear roof section is
about their plan. — EACH IS proving it can be done—STASolo Bless This House, Charlie the Clinic.
bles of the nominee. Reeves removed. The adjustable
GIVING other the silent treat- TION IS FINDING it easy to
seat,
F. Jones. Reading "Prodigal Funeral services of the late told the group he had been which has foot
ment, a bit unusual especial- ,),,and sponsorship of the live
steps for maxiSon." Solo "God Has Always Mr. Jessie Rawls, Sr., were billed three times in recent mum comfort,
permits the
ly for Paar. — CAN IT BE program. — IMPORTANT
Cared," Mrs. Shirley Poston. held at First Baptist church, years for delinquent taxes — President to
be seen easily
TRUE that neither Paar nor SWITCHES must include Paul
Reading, "Mary Stuart." Solo Brownsville, Tenn. Revs. W. S. in amounts of $64.17, $51.33 even though seated.
Mike Wallace choose to call Lazaro leaving Balaban and
Danny Boy, A. P. Nunn. Hu- Vance, W. A. Owens, pastor and $626.40.
If the President chooses to
attention to a rival program Katz for public relations post
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
morous reading. Solo "My Morning Star Baptist and Rev. He met with the Senate stand during
a parade he can
hitting airwaves at same hour? with WBBM Radio and BOB
Task," Mrs. Carolyn Garrett. W. C. Donald, St. James Bap- Committee on the District of support
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
himself by means of a
YOUR GUESS IS AS good CARPENTER switching from Mrs. J. B. Ridley is president tist, Humboldt officiated. He is Columbia in a closed session. metal railing located over
the
radio
to
take
the
place
with
of the choir. Rev. C. D. Mc- survived by his wife Mrs. Ora Afterward, he wrote the Pres- mid-section
as ours as to what goes in the
of the car.
H a rr y Belafonte television B and K that Lazar() vacated. Kelvy, pastor.
Palmer Rawls, four children, ident asking him to withdraw Both the driver and passen—BOTH
ARE
CLICKING
I Oho you seldom failing advice upon matters of if., tveh
in
les%
plans. — BT CAN IT BE
The Board of Directors of i Mrs. Addie Rawls and M r s. the nomination to which Ken- ger compartments have twocourtship, marriage, divert*, law suits, speculation and transactions ef
TRUE that Harry's appearance their new jobs.
The Gillespie Kindergarten and iInez Rawls Bryson, Humboldt, nedy agreed in an answering!way radio telephones, heaters
ell kinds. I seldom lad te reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy
ORCHIDS
TO
KEN
BLEWon Bell Telephone Hour means
Community Center met at the Tenn.; Charlie Rawls, Masslion, letter,
marriages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumband air conditioning units.
his spectaculars will not hit ITT, Tivoli Theatre manager Kindergarten Monday night. Ohio and Jessie Rawls, jr., In his letter to the Presi-ISIX
ling blocks and bad tuck of till kinds. I lift you out of sorrow and trouSECTIONS TO ROOF
for
bringing
the
"Oscar"
ratble, aed start you on th• path to happiness awl prosperity. There is as
nation's screens in late fall as
open_ Mansfield, Ohio. Seven grand- dent, Reeves suggeted anoth- The interior of the car is outPlans
were
made
the
for
heart se sod or home it dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine; in feet,
previously announced? — RE- ed pix, "Ben Hur" to theatre's ing of school July 10. All par. children, three great grandchil- er Negro, John B. Dungan, fitted in light and dark
blue
no matter what may be your hope, fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell
PEATS ON "PETER GUN" screen at popular prices and ents who have children be- dren, other relatives and a host District Recorder of Deeds, for leather. The passenger comit all before you utter a word to in. and after I ant finished, if you ore
JUST
AS
IT
PLAYED
the
and several other programs
tween the ages of three and five of friends,
partment floor is covered with
the district commission.
net absolutely satisfied and I do tel fulfill every word and claim above,
during summer means sepians loop.—PATRONS ARE FIND- are asked to please send them The family of Mr.
then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN & WHITE TRAILER
Jessie Observers were still express- mouton carpet. Two lap robes,
ING
the
Maryland
is
a
major
will be seen quite often while
WITH
TWO LARGE BLACK HANDS-3 miles north ef Milliegten en
to
school.
Sr.,
Rawls,
each
embroidered with the
are grateful to their ing belief that the President
Highway 31 N. at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY
the regulars are vacationing.— theatre with ONLY THE LAT- The Gloxinia
Flower and Art many friends for the many ex- would nominate another Ne- Presidential Seal, blend into
EST and best in moving pieOTHER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
THE PERRY COMO show will tures presented and on largelClub will. judge the Flowers pressions of sympathy, t h e gro since more than half of the trim panel styling of the
Ham Cr. P a.ni. I.• pre Doily ond Sunday Tuesday is my day all
be on a slightly different kick screen,
and yards in the section of town many acts of kindness, the Washington's population is of rear doors.
The car has a wide variety of
known as Rooks Town th is telephone calls, and visits, the Negro background.
roof catnbinations in metal.
week. The winner of the F cards, telegrams and f I o wYard of Month marker will be ers given them during his ill- The William H. Baskerville transparent plastic and converness and death. May God con- family and nephew Thomas tible fabric. Combinations of
announced next week.
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lin the home of Mr. and Mrs. The G. W. Rawls family, cola, Fla. Their daughter, Marlong or Short Financing Terms Arranged
D. H. Tuggle with Mrs. Tug- Brownsville, Tenn., gave a va, and nieve, Virginia (Baby
gle hostess Friday night. The birthday party in their beau- Sister), who have been in FloLet Us Improve Your Horne Inside and Outside
business was presided over by tiful home for Myra Inez Reid, rids for two weeks, will return
Pres. Mrs. Mattie Davis. After Humboldt, Tenn. Myra received home with them.
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t h e business session games'many beautiful and useful
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Croom
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were enjoyed by the mem- gifts. She is the daughter of and daughters Misses Doris MaFamily Room * Playroom * Patio
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Reid, rian and Janette spent their
hers.
Detroit, Mich. and the grand- vacation in St. Louis, Mo.
Front or Side Porcit* Den *Larger Kitchen
The h t
d
d 1
ious istenu of smothered chick- daughter of . Mr. and Mrs. M. Others have taken trips that
en, fruit salad toppled with T. Bryson with whom she lives, were not reported.
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
cottage cheese, hot French
WINDOWS - 000ts - FLOORS — SCREENS
bread, iced tea, cake and lee
TURN ATTICS & 3ASEle ENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS
cream. Members present besides the president and hostess
NO HOME TOO SMALL
BROTHER BOB
1
were Mesdames Carrie Seat,
HUNKY DORY
No Money Needed to Start Improving or Remodeling Plan
Lavern
Newhouse,
Esther
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
6 to 8:30, 11 to 130
Johnson, Louise Cooper, Dorothy McKinney, Johnella Bryant, Nelda Williams and your
WH 8-1016
979 E. Mclemore Ave. scribe.
Mesdames Velva Pulliam.
"Behold, now is the accepted 'contacts, developing, a n
behold, now is the day of building. It's up to the brok.
'salvation." 2 Corinthians 6:2. to dream up the deals. He
' In real estate expert guid- there to do the leg work. An,
ance to the highest and best you know, the above is so right.
use of the land is a vital ne- The salesman, expects you to
cessity.
have a sense of fair play. He
In real estate a person cannot expects you to have knowledge
sit back and rest on his past and ability. It is the brokers
accomplishments. No person or job to try to live up to the,
organization stands still. It goes expectations now.
forward, or it goes backward. Now where is that idea th
The employing broker of a real you had. "I am going to stu..
estate company should to it his more courses in real estate by
company goes forward now.
correspondence." No broker or
The first thing your new salesman ever should think h,salesman in real estate ex- knows all that is to be keow ,
pects of you, his employing about real estate. The gener
broker, is A FAIR DEAL. He term covers many differt••
expects you to live up to all parts of the same subjts
the promises you made to him When are you, as you said you
during his initial interview.
were, going to attend that conThe second thing that your vention of real estate people
salesman expects is that you You can learn somethi!
KNOW YOUR BUSINESS.
about your work attending
He expects y 0 u to handle convention. You would reg:your end of things competent- not attending if at a time when
ly and satisfactorily. He wants you are much older, and others
to be able to look up to you as have past you by in your field,
an authority. He does not want to think or say "I should have
to be involved in your admin- kept up with my field." May
istrative and financial problems. I be it will be too late at
If he wanted these headaches, time. Yes, the time is now.
,
he would be in business for CONVENTION
AN ARRAY OF ROOFS
A suitable roof
himself. (And you know it's The 14th annual convention Maifor use on any occasion In any weather
possible.)
of the National Association of Is a highlight feature of the new customHe expects you to budget Real Estate Brokers, Inc. (Real- bat Presidential Continental now being
expenses and to stay out of ist) will convene Aug. 18 used at the White House. The car is a 1961
debt, but he doesn't want to through 23, 1961. Convention Lincoln Continental which literally was cut
hear about all the details.
headquarters, Sheraton Plaza in half, reinforced and extended in length
The third thing your sales- Hotel, Boston, Mass.
by more than three and one-half feet. A
man expects is that you will be
Dr. Robert C. Weaver, t h e series of roof choices — two-piece-metal,
able TO PROMOTE NEW Federal Housing Administra- .lear plastic, fabric or use as an open-air
BUSINESS FOR HIM.
tor, will be the principal speakThis may be done through er at the banquet on Wedneseducation, advertising, social day Aug. 23.
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Bacardi

makes glood drinks. That's one reason
that among the thoneende of liquor brands in
the world--whiskies. gins, vodkas and the rest —
Bacardi °organs every brand but five! Have a
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy it!
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